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Initiative process abuse
creates mass confusion
by Leslie Weiss

News analysis

COMMUNITY EDITOR

With 28 measures crowding the
November ballot

many

Califor-

nians are becoming disenchanted
as initiative campaigns turn into

190
sect

anc

from Sacramento.
“But career politicians and special

and re-

ministration of Gov. Hiram Johnson
nians greater opportunity

to partici-

pate in government.

But with today’s high and still rising
costs of campaigning, interest groups

and large money interests dominate
the initiative process.
Some government analysts say the
legislature isn’t doing its job, so inter-

match against UC Davis Saturday. The Jacks beat Chico Friday but were

defeated by the Aggies 3-0, narrowly losing the third game 16-14.

interest dollars are phenomenal,” Cook
said.
But John Syer, a political science pro-

fessor at CSU Sacramento, said it’s too
simple to blame legislators for not doing their jobs. The main reason for the
advent of so many initiative measures,
he said, is money.

“It’s profitable to people to be in the

in -

1911, were intended to give Califor-

row, center) watch anxiously as HSU’s Abby Ackroyd struggles to keep
the Jacks comeback attempt alive in the final moments of the home

“Public sentiment has been going toward lowering insurance rates for

years,” she said ii a phone interview

call processes, instituted by the ad-

HSU's women’s volleyball coaches Julie Ortman and Dan Collen (front

been passed by legislators.

wars, promoting
mass confusion.
On
the No-

The initiative, referendum

I’ve got it

She said the reforms of Proposition
103, which was aimed at reforming auto
insurance rates, should already have

mudslinging

vember ballot are five legislative measures and constitutional amendments,
10 bond measures and 13 initiative
measures, four of which are also proposed constitutional amendments.
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est groups are forced to go the initiative route.
Jeff Lustig, director of the Center for

California Studies at CSU Sacramento,
said legislators are beholden to money

from special interest groups instead of

focusing their work for the good of
state citizens.

Andrea Cook of Voter Revolt, the
Ralph Nader-backed consumer group
that pushed for Proposition 103 in 1988,

initiative process,” he said in a phone
interview from Sacramento.
A Nov. 7, 1984 editorial in the Sacramento Bee expressed dismay at the role
of money in modern initiative cam-

paigns:
“Never before has money played so
large a part in determining what gets
on the ballot; never before has that
money distorted the issues so
greatly...It has become an industry
dominated by professional political
technicians, big money interests and
flimflam men.”
To get an initiative on the ballot, interest groups hire the services of government lawyers, public relations firms
and signature-gathering firms —
growing industries in Calitornia.

agreed.

by Len De Groot
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Next time you need a little assistance

in the HSU library or are trying to find
a book, you might have to look a little

harder.

=

"lottery money

ee

_ And in some cases it might not be

This is because more than $85,000 of

the library’s budget has been cut this
year— including reductions in faculty

k-buying funds temporary help—and$836,000inbook-

Please see Initiatives, page 14

WS tate officials use lottery funds to cover
the state budget instead of on education.
Back page.

purchasing allocations have been replaced with possibly uncertain lottery
unds.
Services cut under the university’s
budget include $51,000 in operating
expense funds, $20,000 from faculty
temporary help, and $12,000 from me-

dia services, said David Oyler, HSU
Swamp
The

With roots in the national
recovery program of the
Great Depression, the

California Conservation

Corps puts young adults

to work with promises of

“hard work, low pay,

miserable conditions.”
11

One. Humboldt

thing

head librarian and director of media.
Because of the cutin expense funds,

$34,000 is being deferred from the

binding of books and the purchasing
of microfilm used to store old periodicals.
Moreover, the loss of faculty temporary help has reduced the amount
of help available to students in the
reference section as evening and
weekend

BPs

coverage of the reference

Please see Library, back page
=
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Nationally recognized curriculum spurs quick job placement
by Amy Skonieczny
LUMBERJACK STAFF
There is a nursing shortage nationwide, but there’s nothing short about
the nursing program at HSU.
The program has been at HSU since
the 1950s and is accredited by the National League of Nursing and the California Board of Registered Nursing.
About 40 students enter the threeyear program every year for anaverage
total of 120 students in the program.
The program consists of three levels
that are designed to guide the student
from a basic level of nursing to a more
complicated one.
Level one teaches the basic fundamentals. It deals with simple situations
with predictable outcomes.
Level two broadens the scope of
learning from the individual to what

happens externally around the patient,
such as family matters.
Level three contains an internship in
a local hospital. It moves the student
out into the community.
Lauri Rose, a nursing senior, was the
nursing club president last year and is
in the third level of the nursing program.
“The first level is the person, the second is family and the third is community. Through all the levels we are
taught to deal with the person as an
individual,” Rose said.

The nationwide nursing shortage has
resulted in a genuine need for qualified
nurses, according to Rose.
“Anybody who wants a job can find
one. I know people who have graduated (froma nursing program)
and went
to the Bay Area and are earning $32,000

their first year out of college,” she said.
@ Renowned theorist gives lecture on
patient care to HSU nursing students.
Page 9.

PHOTO BY COLLEEN FUTCH

Lecturer Jana Doughty, right, assists nursingsophomore
Colleen Evanson and nursing senior Jonathan Gervais in

Noreen Frisch, nursing department
chairwoman, acknowledged the need
for nurses and the opportunity for employment.
“Just about 100 percent of our graduates go on to nursing employment,”
Frisch said.
“There is a national nursing shortage, and there certainly is a state short-

age. A lot of people are attracted to

the Nursing Health Assessment Program. Both Evanson and Gervais are first-level HSU nursing students.

nursing because they know they are
employable and it is a satisfying profession,” she said.
This year the program has officially
introduced the theories of Helen
Erickson, a nursing theorist and author of the book “Modeling and RoleModeling. .”

adapting to the patient’s world to discover effective treatments.
The level one students are required

to purchase Erickson’s book and to use
it throughout the nursing program.

The level two students will also be
familiarized with Erickson’s theories,

but the level three students will not be

Erickson s theories of nursing include

holistic approaches

to healing and

Villa warns SLC of ‘major changes’

Several programs face review

Please see Nurses, page 9

HSU cited in
college survey
by T.S. Heie

aie

Villa
~~

i Hanna
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Warning there
would be “major
changes” forthcoming for HSU,
Associated Students President
Randy Villa told
the Student Legislative Council
_ Monday evening

that the Academic Resources Alloca-

colleges on campus.
view were:
“The move is to streamline the cole the number of degrees granted
leges and save the university millions
during the past three years (less than 10
of dollars,” Villa said to the council in per year for baccalaureate programs
its regular meeting.
and 5 for masters programs);
Later, in a telephone interview, Villa
e faculty cost difference (faculty
admitted that the ARAC would probgenerated minus faculty spent);
ably save only $200,000-$500,000 by
¢ student-to-faculty ratio for 1989-90
possibly canceling programs that do
(a ratio of less than 15);
not meet the criteria set by the come costs per Full-time Enrollment
mittee.
Status for 1989-90 in terms of expendiThe first stage of the review used . tures for supplies, vehicle operation,
eight criteria to identify programs that travel and equipment (more than $80

could possibly be canceled.

tion Cammittee plans to streamling the . _ he eight criteria included in the re-. ,

CAMPUS EDITOR
For the second year in a row,

HSU has been cited in a U.S. News
and World Report magazine survey
as one of the best universities in the
Western United States.
In its Oct. 15, fourth-annual
“College Guide” issue, HSU was
ranked 13th out of 112 regional
universities and colleges chosen
from 13 western states: Texas,
Oklahoma, New Mexico, Colorado,

Wyoming, Montana, Idaho, Utah,
_ Please see Ranking, next page.
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Ranking

. resources

and

student

satisfaction

with the school.
HSU was ranked 15th out of 112
universities and colleges for its selectivity of student applicants and had
the 23rd best ranking for faculty resources in the region.
Slipping lower than last year’s
ranking as the 28th best school in

* Continued from previous page

Nevada, Arizona, California, Oregon
and Washington.
Last year HSU received a ranking of
12 in the survey.
A total of 561 regional colleges and
universities fromthe North, South, East

academic reputation, this year HSU

and West regions of the United States
were reviewed in the latest survey and
the top 15 schools in each region were
recognized by the magazine.
Regional schools were ranked according to their adequacy in five areas
— the quality of the student body as
measured by each school’s selectivity
in admissions, faculty quality, reputation for academic excellence, financial

was ranked 33rd. However, HSU
jumped considerably in its ranking
for financial resources, from 45th last

year to 27th this year.
Inthe last category HSU was ranked
23rd in the area of student satisfaction.
An overall score of 76.9 was given to
the university using a formula similar
to academic grading, with each of the
five areas as a certain percentage.

Legislation ensures student input
Cabaldon said the new legislation

by Rhonda Crisp-Foster

will have two effects. The discussions
and decisions of the committee will
be much more informed because of
the student input during the
meetings. Cabaldon said the
commission previously disallowed
faculty or teacher input at the
meetings. “The commission was
instructed to keep the board public
and as unbiased as possible,” he said.
Secondly, students on campus will
be much more informed of the
commission’s decisions that affect
them directly.
“The
student
representatives will create a two-way
street of communication between the
commission and the students,”
Cabaldon said.
John Kerrigan, CSSA representative

LUMBERJACK STAFF

Legislation recently signed by Gov.
George Deukmejian willensure student
input on future decisions concerning
California higher education.
Assembly Bill 3397, sponsored jointly
by Assemblyman Tom Hayden, D-West
Los Angeles, the California State
Student Association and the University
of California Student Association, will
add two student members to the
California Postsecondary Education
Commission.
According to Christopher Cabaldon,
Assembly
the
to
consultant
Subcommittee on Higher Education,

CPEC consists of a 15-member board,
nine

Pacific tre
Computers
Computer

Systems

to Meet

Your Needs

PRC

12MHz 286 AT

|

Designed Today
for the Future

Choice of Case w/200W PS
1MB RAm Expandable to 4MB

of which

are general-public

members. The remaining six members
represent different systems of higher
education, including California private
schools and universities and public
elementary schools.
“The commission is a well-respected
establishment in California as well as
the nation for its extensive analysis of
higher education,” Cabaldon said.
According to Cabaldon, CPEC is the
only educational committee in
California not to have student
representation. “This commission had
a hole which needed to be filled. We
(the subcommittee) felt that the lack of
student representation needed to be
remedied,” he said, explaining why
the bill had originally been written.

for HSU, hopes

that the committee

will benefit from the students. “I feel
that it is very beneficial to have
student
perspective
on_
the
committee,” Kerrigan said.
According to a press release from
the Assembly Subcommittee on
Higher Education, the first student
commissioners will be appointed
shortly after the bill takes effect in
early January
Cabaldon said the process used to
nominate students will be chosen by
CSSA and UCSA. “I'd imagine they
(the committee) will be looking for
students who have some knowledge

of how higher education works,” he
said.
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Center promotes substance awareness
by Jeff Gurley

Counseling and Psychological Services Center on

LUMBERJACK STAFF

campus, but was unavailable for comment on the

new program.
“I don’t see us as taking away from the Counseling
Center, I think we are helping them. Lots of times
they don’t have time to do this type of referring,”
Mendenhall said.
The grant is secure because the money was allocated
to HSU before the budget cuts were made. Mendenhall
said that the grant, whichis renewable, will probably
be discontinued because of the cuts.

While classes are being closed and tempers are
flaring because of budget problems, one HSU pro-

fessor was able to win a $160,000 federal grant to set

up a substance abuse program on the HSU campus.

“HSU should be proud of the grant because looking at other colleges we're well ahead of the game and
received a bigger grant than other colleges twice uur
size,” said Leona Mendenhall, project coordinator of
the Substance Abuse Resource Center.
;
The SARC is located in a little room in House 71
near the library circle. It is not a rehabilitation center.
The SARC offers referral services, educational
presentations, activities and free publicity for organizations holding drug-free events.
“We want to be user friendly,” Mendenhall said.
“We want
people to come in who want to chat over a
cup of coffee. We want people to come in who are

There are two main points the grant stresses. These

are to let students become aware of the services
offered and to develop programs in which students
can become involved.
“You can’t really bop a student in the face with
information, you have to present it ina certain way,”

Mendenhall said.

“We keep statistics on our numbers — those who
come inand what they came in for—and we must file

one report per year.
“Then we have to make two more trips to Wash-

writing papers on drugs or alcohol, or who simply.

need help publicizing a bake sale.”
The center is based on a two-year federal grant
program called Government Fund for Improvement
of Post-Secondary Education. This program serves
more than 750 post-secondary schools across the
nation with an average grant of $100,000.
“As faras grants go this oneis pretty lenient in what
we have to do,” Mendenhall said.
“I had to go to a five-day training program in
Washington D.C. and there were 750 people there.
The point was to meet some of them and talk to them
about ideas and use them later as resources,” she

PHOTO BY KEVIN SAVETZ

Substance

Resource

Center, reads a

Sunday.

very convenient resources for new ideas, she said.
While the center has been open since Sept. 17 it has

Keller memorial scheduled

only been in operation for one week. But it has been
a productive week with four people coming in to ask
questions and four requests for presentations.

A public memorial service for Tamara Keller will
be held 5 p.m. Friday in the Kate Buchanan Room.
A Tamara Keller Memorial Tree Fund has been
established at the request of Keller’s family.
The fund will be utilized to plant a tree on campus
and to place a bench near the tree. Contributions to
the fund can be sent to: Tamara Keller Memorial

“I didn’t think we'd hear from anyone for about a
month.

We opened

a few weeks ago but had no

publicity, and we were just getting our desks put in

In her office Mendenhall has brochures she received

and our phones hooked up,” Mendenhall said.
David McMurray is the project’s director and the
writer of the grant. McMurray also works in the

schools who have already or are now

participating in the program. The brochures become

Earn While

Abuse

pamphlet on drug abuse in her House 71 office.

said.
from many

ington D.C. Then we share the wealth,” she said.
The center is helping to sponsor National Collegiate
Alcohol Awareness Week at HSU, which started on

Leona Mendehall, the project coordinator of the

Fund, P.O. Box 149, Sunset Beach,Calif., 90704.
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As director of the Adult Re-entry program this
spring, you'll round out your education with
leadership skills. You'll also gain valuable
experience working 20 hours per week.
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matching funds
from University
Center, Student

Affairs and Lumberjack
Enterprises/housing.’
The Activities

Coordinating Board was
created by vice president for

NORTHERN
MOUNTAIN SUPPLY

Student Affairs, Buzz Webb, to

coordinate student
programming — like activities,
lectures and conferences.
We were led to believe

Lumberjack Enterprises already

formerly Northern Surplus
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contributed its share to A.C.B.,
.

sp
oi

like the rest of us.
However, Lumberjack

checks for the activities

Center and Student Affairs
funding — a decision endorsed

Old Town

~

in reserves, has yet to contribute to

Lumberjack Enterprises needs
to make an ongoing commitment
to the HSU community, beyond a
one year “co-

curricular” granting
fund.
The solution:
Lumberjack

Enterprises already
rakes in more than
$30,000 profit each
year from campus
vending machines. This money
should be permanently budgeted to
support campus recycling, campus
programming and campus grants.
When we put our nickels,
dimes and quarters into campus
vending machines, we should all
know the profits are going to make
HSU a better place. We should all
know if Lumberjack Enterprises
cares about HSU.
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Y.E.S.volunteers help young mothers cope
HSU students spend time with teens; progr am offers activities and fresh faces
by Karen Lee Bellinger
LUMBERJACK STAFF

<0

oe

It is not easy to be a teen-age mother, but the Family
Focus program on campus is here to help.
The program, operated under the umbrella organization of Youth Educational Services (Y.E.S.), sees
from one to 20 teenage mothers each semester.

“The big problem is that the majority, actually 99
percent of your friends, leave you when they find out
that you are pregnant,”

said Brenda

Heim,

16, of

Eureka.

“They want to party and date and go out all the
time and you don’t. They can’t think on your level.

Ninety-nine percent of my friends left me. I have no
contact with any of my friends from Eureka High

School,” Heim said.
“When people think of teen-age mothers they think
of dropouts, poverty and isolation,” said Heim, who
found out she was pregnant seven days after she
turned 15. She now has a 15-month-old daughter.
She added that “It doesn’t have to be that way.
Everybody isn’t destined to turn out like that.”
Heim said that although she is not 18 years old, she
still doesn’t feel like a teen-ager. This causes a gap

between the teen-agers that are pregnant or have
children and those who don’t. There are many differences in their priorities and goals, she said.
“Before I got pregnant I was immature and indecisive. Being a teen parent puts you ahead of others.
Now, I’ve made a lot of choices and decisions,” she
said.
One of the decisions she made was to contact the
Family Focus program at HSU. “I was at a support
group meeting and they announced that the Family
Focus program would be sending out flyers. Sure
enough I gota flyer at home and I called them,” she
said.
Renee Baker, who has worked at Family Focus for
three years, and Michelle Eggers serve as the coor-

dinators for the program.
.
“The Family Focus program started in 1983 with
two women who were teen parents. They saw a need
for people who had already had children to be
matched up with teen parents and offer support and

PHOTO BY COLLEEN FUTCH

Brenda Helm, 16, holds her 15-month-old daughter Alexis outside St. Joseph’s Hospital in Eureka.
guidance while they were going through this difficult time,” Baker said.
The volunteers in the Family Focus program along
with the coordinators are the backbone of the program.
They are mostly HSU students. “We have 11 volunteers this year. We have nine girls and two guys. We
look for
ple who want to work and plan the
activities, help run the lending library and who want
to help with child care at the activities and the child

At
Service

If 10, where can | find it?

the Arcata Church of the Nazarene (13th & A streets)

on Sundays at 9:30 a.m. and Fridays at 7:00 p.m. For
activities info. contact Harlan Young at 442-8058
(after 5 p.m.).

The

Please see Focus, next page
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Does unconditional love really exist?

If you are a college/career type of individual, you are
invited to join us at the Agape Conspiracy. Our goal
is to build a nurturing community of people who are
accountable to one another. Our fellowship meets at

care at Young Mothers (a program at Arcata High
School that helps teen parents finish high school),”
Baker said.
“We look for volunteers that want to attend the
activities and have fun with the teens and meet new
people,” she said.
The requirements for being a volunteer are “a real
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Students benefit from alternative energy

Focus
¢ Continued from previous page

by Colleen Futch

genuine desire to work with teens

LUMBERJACK STAFF
Alternative energy sources used at
HSU may save eachon-campus resident
up to $450 a year, according to one
university official.
Harland D. Harris, executive director
of housing and dining services, said
solar panels on the roofs of the Redwood
and Sunset residence halls and the cogeneration plant in the Jolly Giant
Commons parking lotare saving energy
as well as money.
“Not everyone (in the CSU system)
puts the emphasis on conservation of

and teen moms,” Baker said. “We
need volunteers that are patientand
understanding because sometimes
it can be trying.”
The volunteers are not professionally trained or paid counselors,
but they do receive instruction from
speakers at their Thursday night
meetings each week.
“We bring speakers inevery other
week toour meetings. The speakers
are usually professors from the
campus who deal withissues behind
teen pregnancy. Our first speaker
this year was Professor John Gai of
the Sociology, Anthropology and
Social Work department. He talked
to us about communication with
teens,” Baker said.
Since the programis primarily for
the teen moms, volunteers are
mainly working with women.
However, male volunteers are encouraged to come and are valuable
to the program.
“I am really happy that I have
male volunteers in our group. They
offer a different perspective. I think
that it is good to have men in our
group whoare going tointeract with
these women,” Baker said.
“Sometimes these women do not
have good male role models and
the guys in our group our great. It is
wonderful to have them interacting
withchildrenand
the teen mothers,”
Baker said.
Heim said the program “provides
a place for socializing with others
that are just like you and going
through the same things that you
are going through. Itis really a good

energy that I do,” he said, “but I think

it’s important because fossil fuels are
going to run out.”

According to Harris, Sunset and
Redwood halls were chosen for the
project because of their location.

“There are no shadows on those
buildings,” he said. “They are the ones
that get the maximum potential radiation from the sun.”
Harris was responsible for the

$218,000 grant HSU received in 1978 to
design and construct the panels. The
university was one of 96 recipients out
of 455
to
receive
the
Carter
administration’s Solar Demonstration

Project Grant.
The 12-year-old panels reportedly
reduce the use of natural gas in the
residence halls by 30 percent, Harris
said.
In addition to using the sun’s energy
for campus life, HSU also makes some

of its own electricity.
The co-generation plant on campus
provides electricity for Redwood and
Sunset Halls and the JGC witha natural

gas-fueled engine.
“The engine can be compared | to that

group.”

“You find out that you are not
alone,” she said.

a One alternative energy project at HS U
has left some students in the cold. Page 8.
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(of) a large truck,” Harris said, ‘ ‘a very,
very large truck.”
The surplus electricity generated by
the plant is then sold to the university
at one cent a kilowatt cheaper than
PG&E’s price.
The co-generation plant was built
two years ago and is expected to pay

for itself by 1998.
Harris is also responsible fora $33,485,
zero-interest loan HSU received from
PG&E in 1982. The loan was designed
for homeowners to provide money for
energy-saving

improvements.

Harris

tailored the criteria to apply to univer-

sity housing.
“We are the only school in the state to
get a zero-interest loan,” he said.

The money

was used for weather

stripping and insulationof the residence
halls as well as the installation of more

energy-efficient lighting systems.
“The switch from incandescent to
fluorescent lighting on the interior and

to high-pressure sodiumon the exterior
saves electricity usage,” he said.
Harris said these lights take less energy and give more light, providing the
residence halls and the JGC with an
increase in security as well as savings.
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Solar panels on top of Redwood Hall were funded by a grant in 1978. The
location was chosen because of its ample exposure tot ites sun’s 8 rays.
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Engineering building stays incomplete;
profs blame problems on bad design

Review
¢ Continued from page 3

per FTES);
e 1989-90 FTES operating cost
ratio;
e tofal annual operating costs

— would have provided enough solar

by Colleen Futch

LUMBERJACK STAFF

Many HSU students don’t have to go
outside to be left in the cold.
One of thealternative energy projects
on campus, the engineering and
biological sciences building, doesn’t
work the wayit was planned, according
to acting Chief Engineer of HSU Plant
Operations George Wright.
Wright said funding was cut during
the construction
of the building and the
proposed plan was not completed.
“There was supposed to be a storage
of rock underneath the green house to
absorb air,” he said. “The air passing
over the rock would be heated and the
rock would get warm. As the day got
cooler or night came the air would be
drawn off and radiate heat. That didn’t
happen. The rock is not there.”
Chemistry Professor Tom Borgers
agreed that some of the main concepts
of design were left out.
“Essentially
what
they (the
administration) did was chip away at
the building’s novel features until it
became dysfunctional,” he said.
Borgers explained that the planned
use of a massive wall — designed by
Jacque Michelle and Felix Trombe and
usually referred to as a “Trombe Wall”

energy to warm the building without
theuseof back-up systems. The concrete
part of the wall was omitted due to
funding cuts.
The result, said Borgers, is a building
that brings solar heat in on hot days
rather than cold.
Wright added that the building’s
temperature
reaches extreme highs and
lows because of poor ventilation.
“Windows were desi
to o
and shut automatically when the
temperature of the building got warm
or cool. That didn’t happen either,” he

(costs above $10,000);

¢ non-central programs as identified in the 1980 long range Planning Document;

e additional extraordinary costs

associated with accreditation.

Although the review may result
in four to seven majors being can-

celed, Villa said he sees this as a
“positive move” and cited the
streamlining as a desirable goal.
He did not elaborate on how the
potential program cutbacks would
benefit students.
According to a memorandum to
committee members from Manuel
Esteban, vice president for academic affairs, action may be necessary forcontinuing enhancement
of academic departments, especially in light of continued restrictions placed upon the colleges.
The memo also stated that the
streamlining could include elimi-

said.

Engineering Professor Peter Lehman
said the building’s problems rest
completely in the design.
“It’s fair to say that small mistakes
obvious to us were not obvious to the
designers and contractors,” he said.
“The building’s inspector said it was
the worst building he ever inspected.”
“Partof the rationale of the building’s
construction was to serve as a living
laboratory for engineering students.
The fact is it’s so poorly designed I’m
ashamed to talk about it with my
students,” Lehman said.
Borgers said the design of campus
buildings cannot be done by HSU

PHOTO BY COLLEEN

Professor Peter Lehman

said the

buliding could have been
designed by students.

engineering

students

FUTCH

better

because

nation of certain electives offered

and other reductions within pro-

grams.

of

licensing, but Lehman said,“They (the
students) would have done a heck of a
better job.”
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Theorist looks at mind, body
by Amy Skonieczny
LUMBERJACK STAFF
Role-modeling is her specialty, and
as a role model, she’s special to HSU.
Dr. Helen

Erickson,

professor of

nursing at the University of Texas,
Austin, brought her theories on nursing
to HSU last week ina lecture to over 100
people.
The author of a new book titled
“Modeling and Role-Modeling”,
Erickson was the first recognized nurse
theorist to speak in Humboldt County.
Moreover, the HSU nursing departmenthas officially integrated Erickson’s
theories into the nursing program this
fall.
Noreen Frisch, nursing department
chairwoman, acknowledged Erickson’s
work as effective.
“I think we’re really moving in the
right direction. Our students will be the
first baccalaureate students in the
country to be taught with these theories,” Frisch said.
Erickson developed her theories
through working with peopleasa nurse
and realizing the mind-body relationship.
“It took me many years to discover
what was really going on was a mindbody relationship,” Erickson said.
She said nursing is experiencing a
shift of paradigm from task-oriented to
people-oriented.
“The shiftis occurring now that we're

over that big hump of booming technology and trying to figure out what

Nurses
« Continued from page 3

it’s all about, and into the notion that
we have to be more concerned with the
humanistic aspects,” Erickson said.
She considers people “holistic” and
said that medicine
is moving away from
looking only at the parts.
Erickson said people know what they
need fromnurses, and often know what
will cure them.
“It’s what people believe that will
help them. I think we need to take into
consideration a lot of different ways of
helping people heal. See, we're talking
about healing, which is different than
curing or controlling a disease,” she
said.
Erickson’s theory, called Modeling
and Role-Modeling, puts nurses into
the frame of mind of their patients,
both physically and emotionally.
“Modeling means that in order to

°N

required to learn Erickson’s theories
so close to completion of the program.
However, Erickson’s theories are
not that much different from what
was already being taught, Rose said.
“It’s just starting this year, but it’s
not really a big change from what
was actually being taught. Most of
the professors have a holistic attitude,” she said.
“It seems that nurses look at the

urses need to

interact with the
person as a person
and not just a body
lying there. Your
touch, your tone,
are very important.

whole

the whole person, not just the gall

becoming involved in nursing.
This year at HSU, almostone-third

Nursing theorist

of the students in the level-one class

are men.
“We have more men every year.
In our level-one class we have 12 out

healing process.
“Nurses need to interact with the
person as a person and not just a body

as you possibly can.
_
“Role-modeling means that everybody plays many different roles in life
— student, friend, child, parent, employee. Once you understand these
views, this picture of how this other
person is experiencing life, then you try
to design interventions that will help
them fulfill those roles to the maximum
satisfaction and ability given the situa-

of 39. That’s much higher than the
national average,” Frisch said.

lying there. Your touch, your tone, are
very important.
“You don’t have to do this for a long

In the classroom, some male students find it different that almost all
the textbooks are written by women,
and most of the teachers are women.

time, it only takes a few seconds to
establish interaction,” she said.
Erickson said medicine should enhance the quality of life and not the
quantity, and nurses serve to facilitate
and nurture people and give them

tion,” Erickson said.

She said people need people, and a
nurse’s interaction with the patient is
often the most important part of the

Assets

“It’s a whole different perspective
that they bring. It’s neat for men to

allow themselves to be in a nurturing environment,” Rose said.
Frisch said men are now recogniz-

courage to get well.

“What's really important is living
until you take the last breath,” she said.

UNRESTRICTED

ing thatnursing isa satisfying career.

RESTRICTED

Auxiliary
Activities
Fund

Sponsored
Plant
Fund

Campus
Programs

Scholarship

Fund

Fund

Funds

Current
Year
Total

Loan and
Endowment
Fund

Prior
Year
Total

Long-term investments, at cost
Noncurrent receivables from other funds

0

10,791

180,581

Fixed Assets:
Land
Buildings and improvements
Equipment, furniture aand fixtures
Other

183,829

0

183,829

Total
Less accumulated depreciation

183,829
(86,553)

0

183,829

180,581

(86,553)

(104,309)

97,276

0

Total Fixed Assets’

97,276

76,272

$ 231,749

$511,870

$470,779

18,619

31,663
8,544

4,738
7,791

212,842

Intangible assets
TOTAL ASSETS

$182,845

$ 97,276

Liabilities
& Fund Balances
Liabilities:
Current Liabilities
Bank overdraft
Notes and contracts available
Accounts payable
Accrued liabilities
Receipts in excess of expenditures
on
sponsored programs
Payable
to other funds
Other - contingent liability
Total Current Liabilities

13,044

212,842

230,151

21,300

0

231,749

253,049

242,680

21,300

0
0

0
231,749

0

161,545

97,276

0

Long-term “Liabilities:
Noncurrent portion of notes & contracts payable
Annuities
Noncurrent payables to other funds
Other

Total long-term Habilities
Total Habilities
Fund Balances
Total Liabilities & Fund Balances

$182,845

is

bladder. We look at what's going on

DR. HELEN ERICKSON

of that world, a mirror image, as much

Designated
Fund

that’s what

unique about nursing. We look at

into their world and try to build a model

General
Fund

and

in that person’s life,” Rose said.
With the nursing shortage, and
the changing times, more men are

understand someone, you’ve got tostep

HUMBOLDT STATE UNIVERSITY
ASSOCIATED STUDENTS
STATEMENT OF FINANCIAL POSITION
AT JUNE 30, 1990
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CCC enhances natural resources
Area Corps cultivates
conservation, values
by Andy White
LUMBERJACK STAFF

“Hard work, low pay, miserable conditions...and
more!” This is the mottoof the California Conservation
Corps.
For 21-year-old Alfonso Espinoza, aday inthe CCC

pos

at 5:30 a.m. After exercise, including a two-

mile run, and breakfast, he is off with 30 other corps

members of the Fortuna-based Humboldt Service
District to wherever duty calls.
Espinoza and his peers work to improve and protect California’s natural resources.
After a strenuous
day which could involve planting trees, clearing
trails, restoring and enhancing streams or fighting
fires, Espinoza and his fellow corps members return
to base camp by 4:30 for evening workshops, dinner
and well-deserved sleep.
Originally from East Los Angeles, Espinoza finds
new life in the corps, a life far different from the one
his friends knew in East L.A.
“The corps made me realize that there is something
different out there, something new,” he said. “Ithelps
me express myself with new
people.”

Founded in 1976 by then-Gov. Jerry Brown, the

CCC models itself after the original Civilian Conservation Corps of the 1930s, which was part of a

national recovery program set up by then-President
Roosevelt to provide outdoor jobs for youth.
The CCC has a similar focus on developing the

be
Pe

Ree

PHOTO BY MARY BROWN

Aaron Howard, 18, and Eric Knight, 18, remove

barbed wire and old fencing from the Humboidt
Bay Natural Wlidlife Refuge near Loleta. The
work ethic, but with

purposes that go far beyond

getting youth “off the street.” It has surpassed the
original CCC in years of operation, and is the oldest
largest program
of its kind in the country. Since

its start, more than 42,000 young men and women
oe
23 have been a part of the
The CCC has a dual mission — the employment
and development of young people, and the conservation and enhancement of the state’s natural re-

sources. For local corps members, Humboldt County

on numerous and varied opportunities to pursue
Mel Krebs, assistant district director of the

Humboldt Service District, oversees all projects that
involve local corps members. Raised on a farm in the

Midwest, he brings to the local corps a high sense of
a
ath for nature.
ly
was a
strong conservationist. He

farmed organically and believed in using the land till

there was nothing left to use.”

Krebs said the corps helps young people make the

transition from home into society.

“It is a bona fide rite of passage between teenage
and adult life,” he said.
Krebs said Northern California holds a wide range
of conservation projects, which are taken on a first-

PHOTO BY MARY BROWN

Corps members Jason Barr and Bobby Gray pull
out old fence posts to return the refuge to its
natural state.

come, first-served basis.
“We are very fortunate because of the amount of
things there are to do here,” he said.
The Humboldt Service District leads all other CCC
service districts throughout the state in planting trees.
During the 1989-90

fiscal year ending June

30, more

Fortuna-based chapter of the CCC provides 18 to
23-year olds with employment and conservation
training.
Humboldt area.
The goal set by the Sacramento headquarters for
the Humboldt Service District was exceeded by 28,000
trees. The corps’ statewide goal for the year was
500,000 trees.
The corps works
her with both the Department

of Fish ad Game are the California Department of
Forestry in reforestation and fish habitat enhancement projects.

Inaddition to planting trees to prevent soil erosion,

CCC workers plant fast-growing trees such as red
alders along stream banks and riparian zones, the
upward banks of a valley, to provide shade to lower

the water temperature and improve fish habitat
conditions.

The Salmon Restoration Project, started in 1980,

combines the forces of the CCC and the Department
of Fish and Game, along with local
groups
and
companies suchas the Humboldt Fish Action Council,
College of the Redwoods, and the Pacific Lumber
Company, in i
ving salmon and steelhead migration in coastal
streams.

Funded annually by a million-dollar contract with
the DFG, the CCC clears streams and builds structures
which provide sheltered fish habitat. This is vital to
the migration and spawning of salmon and steelhead.
To date, the CCC has cleared or improved more
than500 miles of tributary streams of the Eel, Mattole,
Van Duzen, and South Fork Trinity rivers, along

with

tributaries of Humboldt Bay and various Mendocino

coastal streams.

than 168,000 trees were planted by CCC groupsin the - - .

Please see Conservation, next page
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Jail program woul d treat substance abusers
by John Hatcher

LUMBERJACK STAFF

Ifalocationcan beagreed upon, Humboldt County’s
new jail could be the first in the state to implement a
substance-abuse recovery program for its prisoners.
The county’s proposed 100-bed facility, Project
Challenge, would occupy a part of the county jail.
A preliminary proposal stated that the program
would involve work, education, treatment, vocational
training and anafter-care program for those convicted
of drug-related offenses — a category which represents a majority of the county’s criminal offenses.
“Simply stated, out of 300 recent bookings, 230
involved alcohol- or drug-related offenses and 170
were misdemeanors,” the proposal stated. “With a

current jail capacity of 195, it is estimated that 149
inmates would be eligible for consideration in a

Conservation
* Continued from previous page

The CCC also works on state park development,
which includes landscaping and building trails and
campgrounds. Both Standish-Hickey State Park and
Richardson Grove State Park offer internships forfuture job opportunities for corps members.
The CCC is also always on call for such emergencies as forest fires and floods.
The CCC has been called in to HSU for natural
resource work. Grass growing under the large trees
along the long path leading south to 14th Avenue,
and also below the library parking lot, was removed.
Wayne Hawkins, supervisor of Grounds and
Landscape Services at HSU, said the project was a
complete success.
“We wanted to be able to knock off the horrendous
watering problem. Lots of water was being used
where it was not needed (under trees),” he said.

substance-abuse treatment facility.”
The proposal stated that Project Challenge would
help integrate offenders into the community,
But further investigation of the program is being
delayed. Melinda Ciarabellina, a Humboldt County
Sheriff's Department lieutenant who will bein charge
of further study of the program, said the $500,000 in
grants expected from the Office of Criminal Justice
and Planning is being held up due to federal budget
disputes.
The program has been approved in concept by the
Board of Supervisors.
“There is lots of evidence coming out that these
places have affected the recidivism (repeat-offense)
rate,” said Ciarabellina, who will be visiting a similar

the Humboldt County jail in Eureka.

The proposal stated that only offenders detained

less than 60 days who are determined through
screening to possess “commitment and motivation to

change, severity and chronicity of substance abuse,
other psychological or social problems affecting the

useof drugs or alcoholand personality and intellectual
functioning” would be eligible for the program.
The treatment program, which would last nine to
12 months, would consist of both individual and

group counseling focusing on stress-reduction techniques, principles of family living, prevention of
domestic violence, leisure-time training, responsibility and values clarification.

Urine testing will also be implemented in the pro-

treatment facility in Arizona.
“In California, there isn’t a facility that does what
we are proposing here,” she said. Ciarabellina runs

gram “asa deterrentagainst further substance abuse,”
the proposal stated.

Hawkins said the project was a big step in water
conservation, as well as saving future man-hours.
The CCC operates on a “work-learn” basis. After a
day working out in the field, corps members attend
classes and workshops in which they learn the technical concepts behind the work they do. This helps
bring project work and conservation issues together
and gives corps members education they can’take to
future jobs.
“It keeps people's interest when they see the
practical uses,” Krebs said. “It increases self-respect
when you learn how to do something with your
hands.”

agencies know that corps members are good work-

Jeff Van Brasch, a recruiter for the Humboldt Ser-

vice District, said the corps “brings in young adults
that have no direction, and helps them build goals.”
Van Brasch, who hopes to work for the Bureau of
Land Management, said that about 35 percent of all
corps members join the CCC to gain experience for
the Department of Forestry.
“It’s better than going in cold,” he said. “Most state

The estimated cost of the facility is $4 million.

ers.”

Walt Saborio, Public Service Conservation Work
coordinator, holds io the philosophy that the CCC is
a stepping stone for success in society.
“I deal with people that have pretty much fallen
behind the eight ball,” he said. “I’mnota finesse kind
of guy. Having their hand held is the last thing they
need.”
Saborio, exposed to street gangs and drugs as a
child in San Diego, knows the lifestyle of some new
corps members.
“I try and work on helping them play catch-up ball.
The corps teaches basic survival skills to make it (in
society),” he said.
“The oe of the corps is all the different philosophies to draw from. Everyone has something to
offer,” Saborio said.
“When I walk away from here every day, I feel that
I have accomplished something. And that’s what
keeps me coming back,” he said.
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artful bars

by Elaine Cline
LUMBERJACK STAFF

Wallace and Hinz buy their wood

from Almquist Lumber in Eureka, a

Most people go to bars to drink or
socialize, not noticing the smooth sur-

company that gets its lumber from all
over the world. The company does sell
local wood, but Wallace said they don’t
use much of it.
“We don’t use any of the woods that
are milled around here, except maybe
pine. We usea little of that for framing,”
Wallace said.
“Most of the time we use either oak or
mahogany...Because of environmental
concerns, we're trying to steer people in

face of the counter or the painstaking

details of the carving on the canopy.
But Don Wallace and Thomas Hinz
notice. They own Wallace & Hinz, a
woodworking company that specializes in making
bars.
The business is
easy to miss,
tucked away ina
corner next to

the direction of cherry, oak or walnut,

German Motors

in Arcata. You'll
know when you're close, though, from.

the loud sound of machinery reminiscent of old industrial revolution movies.
Wallace & Hinz has been in business

since 1980, when Wallace was asked to

build a bar for Youngberg’s, now Plaza
Grill, in Arcata.
“When I got that job I needed someone to help me. That’s when Tom came
along,” Wallace said, adding that the
two knew each other when they attended HSU. “Hejumped inand helped
me. We did that together, then formed
a partnership.”
Before that Wallace, whose interest
was piqued after taking a woodworking adult education class at Arcata High
School, made small items suchas wood

spice racks and salad bowls, and sold
them at crafts fairs. He started making
furniture and selling the pieces through
agallery in Ferndale. He supplemented
his income with commercial fishing in
the summer.
“Finally, someone I knew asked me if
I knew how to build kitchen cabinets. I
said, ‘Sure,’ and built them...Thatled to

more jobs and I was making enough to
stop fishing,” Wallace said.
Hinz, a 1971 HSU graduate with a
bachelor’s degree in art, was working
in Los Angeles selling financial plan-

PHOTO BY JAYMIE SCOTT

Eureka resident Michelle Ward, a Wallace & Hinz employee, diligently works

on the molding for a bar. When complete, the bar will go to an Elks Lodge

In Washington.

ning packages before becoming a partner in the business.
Wallace and Hinz, with the help of
their eight employees, have built quite

a few

local bars, including those in

Toby & Jack’s, Bret Harte’s (now
Abruzzi), Maxwell’s and the recently

opened Sweet River Saloon at the
Bayshore Mall in Eureka.
After developing a local base, they
started going to trade shows. These
shows, where architects, designers and
restaurant and hotel owners can come
and view merchandise, increased their
out-of-the-area jobs.
“I would tend to say50
percentof our
work is from the West
Coast and the
other 50 percent comes from all over
the United States. We get a lot from the
East Coast,” Wallace said.
“It seems like if we get local work, it’s
a fluke more than anything else,” he

said.
The majority of their work comes
from the commercial restaurant and
hotel industry, he said, adding, “Prob-

ably 30 percent of our work is residential. More and more people are building really expensive homes and they
want an entertainment room, a bar.”

Wallace & Hinz has four basic styles
of bars, which can be modified to the
homeowner or business owner's floor
plan. These modifications are made
easy with the assistance of the Computer Aided Drawing system on their
computer.

“Most of our styles are in the computer, so generally what happens is
someone will give us a floor plan and
we'll just stretch
it or shrink
it to fit their
particular floor plan,” Wallace said.
The computer will print both elevation drawings, which show the whole
bar from a straight-on view, and rendering or perspective drawings, which
gives the picture a three-dimensional
quality.
If someone wantsa custom-made
bar,
Wallace or Hinz have to either do the
drawing by hand or “spend time doing
it on the computer,” Wallace said.
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because they’re all renewable,” he said,
adding that oak is their most requested
wood.
Wallace and Hinz agree about the
importance
of soft industry
to Humboldt
County.
“It's probably the most important
thing, because the timber industry is
collapsing, and without the small businesses there’s going to be nothing,” Hinz
said, adding that the city and county
governments should support small
businesses more through tax breaks.
Even without the support Hinz feels
they should be getting, he wants to stay
in Arcata. He came back from Los Angeles because he likes the rural community.
“I decided home is where the heart
is,” he said.
“We'd probably be 10 times more
successful if we were in L.A., at least as

far as our.business, but I don’t define
success as all that,” Wallace said. “1
think part of success is being happy
where you're living.”

the
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HOT FROM OUR DELI
Spinach-Tofu Turnovers

Small $2.75

Large $4.10

Delicately seasoned with
whole wheat crust.
Delicious and cholesterol-free!
Easy to heat at home!

WE ALSO FEATURE
Baked Tofu-Vegie Patties
80

342.35

6/450

12/8.75

Marinated & Baked Totu-Cutiets
50

MN LA
American

Red Cross

Ad

3/1.45

6/2.75

12/5.40

6/2.45

12/4.75

Baked Tofu-Sausages
45

3/1.25

Fresh Tofu.................
WE SPECIALIZE

1.35/LB.

IN...

Celicious, ready-to-eat and easy-to-prepare
foods — all cholesterol free and many
with locally-produced and
organically-grown ingredients

768 18th Street, Arcata
Mon-Sat 8-8 ¢ Sun 11-6
TAKE OUT: 822-7409
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Initiatives

130, the Forests Forever initiative, is
being countered by Proposition 138, an
industry-backed initiative.
Proposition 128, “Big Green,” isbeing
countered by Proposition 135, supported by agriculture chemical and
business interests. There are two opposing alcohol tax initiatives on the
ballot as well as two measures to limit
terms of elected state officials.
Hauser said it’s important to realize
that the difficulty in passing controversial bills in the legislature will lead to
interest groups taking their issues directly to voters.
“It’s almost impossible to get a twothirds vote on controversial issues,” he
said.
Because of the confusion resulting
from the number of measures on the
ballot, Hauser said many Californians
will ignore most of them on election
day, opting to vote mainly for candidates.
Much of the confusion results from
millions of dollars spent on slick ad
campaigns and simplistic slogans that
often attempt to defeat opposing initiatives rather than focus on an

* Continued from front page

For example,

Syer said, campaign

consultant Clint Reilly made about $10
million for his workas media adviser to
all five auto insurance initiatives —
some of which opposed each other —

on the 1988 ballot.

Assemblyman

The Lumberjack

Dan Hauser agreed

that big business is the major reason so

many initiatives reach the ballot.
“For roughly a million dollars there
are firms in the state that will guarantee
placing anything onthe ballot,” hesaid.
Another reason, Hauser said, is
politicians will attempt to boost their
political careers by sponsoring initiatives. For example, he said Attorney
General John Van de Kamp backed
three initiatives on the November ballot mainly to propel himself toward the
governor's mansion.
Syer cited additional reasons to explain the growing numberof initiatives.
First, initiatives spawn more initiatives, he said. Language in some measures is later reformed or repealed by
new initiatives and drafting errors or
loopholes can lead to reform measures.
Second, he agreed with Hauser that
politicians use the initiative process to
elevate themselves to higher offices.
Third, he recognized a new trend in
what he termed “initiative wars” —the

initiative’s issues.
HSU political science Professor JeDon

Emenhiser said many voters rely too
heavily on the ballot box as a means of
democracy.
“We're fooling ourselves to think that

democracy is just an election. You need

counter-initiative.

to have discussion,” he said.
Emenhiser said the representative
democracy of the legislature provides
more chances for discussion than the

“In the late ‘80s we’ ve really seen the
birth of counter initiatives,” he said.
There are a number of examples of
this on November's ballot. Proposition

said, voters can only give their disapproval or approval, but in the legislature, there is opportunity for reflection
and reform.
“Lawmaking

is really a technical

enterprising,” he said. “They’re (initiatives) poorly drafted because they’re
drafted by particular interest groups.
“I would be less opposed to (the initiative process) only if it were there as
sort of a last resort,” he said.

One solution could be to fund cam-

paigns for legislators with public rather
than private interests, Emenhiser said,
to help prevent legislators from being
beholden to special interests.
Syer and John H. Culver, in their

requiring certain percentages of un-

paid signature gatherers to qualify initiatives or implementing the use of

public financing for selected initiatives

basedonthe amount of their privately
donated funds or holdings.
To cut down voter confusion Syer

and Culver suggest holding more public

hearings and designing easier-to-read
voter pamphlets.
Hauser said the state legislature has
tried unsuccessfully to pass a number
of regulations on initiative campaigns.

Legislation introduced three years ago

would have required public hearings
before the language of an initiative is
finalized and before signature-gathering efforts begin.
book “Power and Politics in California,”
Hauser said heand several colleagues
list a number of possible initiative re-_
forms, including the prohibition of paid plan to introduce similar legislation in
signature gatherers. States including
the coming legislative session that beOregon, Washington and Colorado
gins in January.
have already done so.
“With a new governor we have a
Other reforms could involve at least better shot at it,” he said.

Ballot measures
Legislative measures
¢ Bond measures

|

Any legislative proposals that would place the state or localities in debt
through the sale of bonds must be approved by voters.

¢ Constitutional amendments

Any legislative proposals that would amend the state constitution or
local charters must be approved by voters.

* Amendments to laws passed by voters

Any legislative proposals that would amend statutes passed as ballot
measures must be approved by voters.

initiative process. With initiatives, he

~
¢ Constitutional amendments

Election

eer
Great
Debate
Series

| Jali
Ful. : va

By gatherin Signatures equal to eight percent of the total vote
in the
previous gu
rnatorial election voters can place constitutional
amendments on the ballot.

¢ Statutes
By gatherin
previous gu
the ballot.

Signatures equal to five percent of the total vote in the
rnatorial election voters may place proposed statutes on

¢ Protest referenda
By gatherin

Signatures equal to five percent of the total vote in the
rnatorial election voters may place a legisl
the ballot in an attempt to nullify it. The Period for gathe ative statute on
ring signatures
is Shorter than for constitutional amendments and Statut
es.

previous gu

(Dr. Mark A. Hise

Dr. Rand R. Ollerton

Third District supervisorial candidates
Julie Fulkerson and Art Eddy will speak at noon
In the University Center Quad

822-5105

Tomorrow, Thurs. Oct. 18.

At 1 Bp. they will debate
In the U. .§’ Kate Buchanan room.
League of Women Voters moderating.
Reraember to vote Nov..6

after an abortion?
MEDICAL @ LEGAL © EMOTIONAL HELP
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Woman belly dances to different tune
by Jeff Traverso

‘tion allows her to make personal contact with the
“belly-gram” recipient.
Complete with robe dress, veils, finger cymbals
and hip bells, Vashti has delivered “belly-grams” at
such unlikely places as a post office, a lawyer’s office,
a mechanic’s garage, a doctor’s office and even a
grocery store.
Vashti said one of the more memorable ones she
delivered was toa disc jockey while he was on the air.
“I had only a small place to dance in and the sound
of my dance music and cymbals went out over the
air,” she said. “Another disc jockey came in the booth
and narrated to the listeners what was happening.”
In all her years of delivering “belly-grams,” Vashti
said she hasn’t yet surprised somebody so much that
the person became irritated or angry over the embarrassment a belly-gram might cause.
“People are just so excited and tickled that somebody cared enough about them to give them a belly-

LUMBERJACK STAFF

Ever since Salome danced for Herod in exchange
for John the Baptist’s head, people have been fascipst by Middle Eastern dance, particularly belly
ance.
Humboldt County, not without its ownbelly dancer,

has Vashti Picolovich.
While at HSU working on a master’s degree in
costume design, Vashti was dabbling in folk dance as
an extracurricular activity when a friend introduced
her to Middle Eastern belly dance music. The friend
had seen Vashti dance to traditional folk music and
thought she’d make a great belly dancer.
“Belly dancing was reallya lot of fun forme because
it combined not only my love of dancing but also my
love of costuming,” Vashti said. “It’s also a good
excuse to collect a lot of wonderful treasures and

great costumes.”

In addition to delivering “belly-grams,” she also

performs full dance routines for birthday parties,
retirement parties, bachelor parties and wedding

receptions.

the Bay Area, Vashti started performing at some of

’ She also supports herself through a number of
other artistic endeavors besides belly dancing.
Anexhibit of her watercolors of local scenery opened
last Saturday at the Humboldt Cultural Center in
Eureka and will run through October.
Asa costume designer and a seamstress, Vashti has
worked for the Ferndale Repertory Theater and the
Dell’ Arte Players Company.
She continues to perform at public fairs, most recently at the North Country Fair during which she
came down off her stage and “went around and

the public fairs in Humboldt County.
She said she never seriously considered belly
dancing as a career until a booking agent saw her
perform and asked her if she'd like to deliver “bellygrams.”
That’s when Vashti decided she could make a
living by doing something she had previously considered as only a personal pleasure.
A “belly-gram” is muchlikea singing telegram, but
instead of singing, Vashti belly dances.
She prefers to improvise her routines instead of
choreographing them because, she said, improvisa-

Vashti Picolovich, who calls herself only Vashti,
performs a belly dance for an audience at the

North Country

Fair in September.

Vashti said

belly dancing allows her to practice her love of

costume designing.

On October 23, 1987 more than 100 photographers spent 24 hours recording
tite trom
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Vashtireally gotinto belly dancing after she received
her degree and found herself with some free time.
After practicing with other belly dancers for up to
five hours a day and taking belly dance workshops in
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Auction gives new life
to ‘live stock’ market |
by Larry Guyette

in the big blue building near the county
airport one mile north of Eureka on
US. 101.
Animals to be auctioned Monday
afternoons begin arriving as early as
the previous Thursdays, “But most
people bring their animals here on the
weekend or Monday morning,” said
Linda Christie, the auction’s office
manager.
Livestock sellers are assigned a pen
for each group of animals they bring to
market. The animals are inspected by
Holland and those which are lame or
sick are separated out of larger groups to allow bidders the chance of buying
those animals separately.
“Part of the auctioneer’s jobis to bring
the buyers and sellers together under
fair circumstances,” Holland said.
“Sellers aren’t happy if a few inferior
animals bring the price of their good
stock down, and buyers would be angry if they got a bad one mixed in with
a group. We subscribe to code of ethics
which assures all a fair market price.”
Every Monday afternoon at 1:30
buyers from nearby and as far away as
Southern California meet to trade gossip
PHOTO BY TODD CRAINE
and bid on livestock. A typical day at
the auction draws about 50 people, Cows wait to be sold by auctioneer Rich Holland at the Carl Johnson
mostly ranchers, who sit on bleachers
Livestock Auction in Eureka. The livestock auctions are held on Mondays,
while merchandise auctions are held in an adjoining bullding, usually on

LUMBERJACK STAFF

The Carl Johnson Livestock Auction

is a busy place Monday afternoons,
when buyers and sellers come together
to market pigs, calves, horses and other
animals.
Combining elements of commerce
and entertainment, the auctioneer’s
rhythmic chants, busy stock rings and
crowded galleries provide an excellent
forum for buyers and sellers to reach
each other.
History
has recorded auctions
as early
as 500 B.C. in Babylon, in ancient Rome
and in early Europe. In the United
States, auctions have become almost as
important as social events as they are
for commercial enterprise.
Rich Holland, the auctioneer and
owner, came into the business when he
married Carol Johnson.

“This auction has been a trusted part
of the community for many years,”
Holland said. “When my wife and I
took it over in 1974, we decided to keep
the name Carl Johnson Livestock Auction.”
Holland’s father-in-law, Carl John-

son, began the business in 1948 and
provided the North Coast with one of
its first regularly scheduled livestock
markets. The livestock auctions are held
HUMBOLDT
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Auction
* Continued from previous page

or stand around the auction ring nodding, winking and waving — bidding
in friendly competition with their
neighbors, each seeking that elusive
bargain.
Bidders at the auction include brokers
from big feed lots and local folks who
just want to buy that one horse or calf
— like Rose Bradford from Freshwater
who came to the auction to buy some
pigs. She got three.
“I bid $35 each for my choice of two
outofagroupofeight piglets,” Bradford
said. “I got the third one for just $27.50.
I feel good about that.”
Not everyone goes to the auction to
bid on the animals. Retired rancher
Dan Smith said he comes every week
just to watch the action.
“I still enjoy coming to the auction. I
like watching the competition,”
he said.
Another auction held at the same
facility is run by Holland's brother-inlaw,

Don

Johnson,

owner

of Carl

Johnson Co. Auctioneers. No livestock
is sold at this auction — but almost
everything else is.
“The merchandise auction business
is a division of the Carl Johnson Company,” Johnson said.

He owns and manages the western
wear, furniture, appliance and plumbing supply retail outlet which occupies
part of the same building where the
auctions are held.
“We use our auction to sell our own

overstock, damaged goods and special
purchases,” Johnson said. “We also sell
anything anyone wants to bring to
market.”
Many college students, after graduating, prefer to sell their furniture and
other possessions rather than hauling it
back home, Johnson said.

“Students may find the auction is a
convenient and equitable method of
selling their stuff,” he said.
In exchange for a 25 percent commission people who want to sell almost
anything are assured their merchandise will be sold the day of the auction.
Items for auction are accepted at the
Johnson Co. store, every day between 1
and 5 p.m., except on the day of the
auction, where potential buyers can
view the merchandise before it goes on
the block.
“There is no need to put an ad in the
paper or to wait around for buyers to
show up. Sellers don’t even need to
worry that they priced an item too

Belly dance
* Continued from page 15

teased and flirted with people.”
Vashti said she’s never had any
problems with hecklers or overeager
patrons while performing her full
dance routines.
“Trespect what I’m doing and that’s
what I project,” she said. “It’s almost

this way — buyersare
able to get exactly
the item they want, at a cost of only one
bid more than someone else was willing to pay.”
The merchandise auctions are normally held on Wednesday and Friday
evenings at 5:30. There are about three
auctions every month. Auction calen-

as if I’m educating the audience by
what I’m projecting so sometimes if
there is aheckler in the audience, he'll
just fade out.”
Belly dancing
almost certainly
originated in Asia
around 5,500 B.C.
as a pantomime of sexual possession
and as a ritual performed in empathy
at the bedside of a woman giving
birth, writes Zarifa Aradoon in “The
Oldest Dance.”
Some of the earliest belly dancers
were prostitutes, though Aradoon
writes that the word “prostitute” has
a vastly different connotation today
than it did in the Asia of 5,500 B.C.
“The prostitute of ancient times delighted her guests intellectually, by
conversation or by singing; she may
have danced and she may have served
tea,” writes B.Z. Goldberg in “Sacred
Fire.”
The performance of a belly dance at
the bedside of a woman giving birth
is still a custom in many areas of the
Middle East. Armen Ohanian, in “The

dars are available at the Carl Johnson

Dancer of Shamaka,” describes such

cheap,” Johnson said. “At an auction

the item goes to the person willing to

pay the highest price.”

“A question frequently asked around
here is ‘Am I getting a good deal?”
Johnson said. “I tell them to think of it

Store.
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mystery and pain of motherhood.”
The belly dance was introduced to.
the United States at the 1893 Chicago
World’s Fair.
The fairgoers witnessing a belly
dance for the first time misunderstood
its meaning and saw it as merely a
dance of sexual gestures.
This image has been a hard one to
shake for the belly dance, which is
mistakenly thought of in relation to
strip tease and not to more refined
dancing styles such as ballet.
To Vashti the belly dance is much
more than a dance of sexual teasing,

though teasing is a part of the belly
dance tradition. She compared belly
dancing to a meditative experience.
“I consider what I do to be an art,”
she said. “It’s not on the level of stripping. Belly dancing can take me intoa
whole different frame of mind and
the dance can transport me.”

Paid Advertisement

LUMBERJACK ENTERPRISES
Food for Thought
You've just had a tough
morning and you are hungry
and tired. The prospect of sitting in the middle of the noisy
lunch crowd at the Depot is not
an appealing one. A quieter,
more relaxed atmosphere is
what you need, but you don’t
have the time to walk or drive
off campus

Does this situation sound
familiar? Well, next time you’re
in this bind takea walk upstair

to the Loft. The Loft is open
daily for lunch and is located
on the third floor of the U.C.
above the Depot. And it’s not
Just for H.S.U. faculty, either.
The Loft isa great place to relax
with a friend or take a lunch
study break.
For under $5, you can enJoy a complete lunch wiih different specials every day. The
specials range from fettucini to
ling cod, as well as everyday
favoriteslike bacon cheeseburgers and fries. The soup of the
day, salad bar and dessert tray
top off your meal.
Stop in and see us at the
loft for lunch—there will be a
table waiting for you.

¢David Galbraith
¢ Director of Dining Service
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Suicide:

a permenant solution
to a temporary problem

MOTION

Oakland Youth Chorus’ Professional Ensemble
Joined by Members from Bobby McFerrin's Voicestra.
Presenting a global repertoire including compositions

by Bobby McFerrin.
Thursday, October 25, 1990; 8 P.M.

Van Duzer Theatre
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Where all ages are welcome at the Plaza Grilll We serve nonalcoholic well drinks, fancy

coffees-and great FOOD!

Try

our New York steak and fries, an

Incredible hamburger, or
chargrilled prawns with Thal
peanut sauce.

Sponsored by the Greek council
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North Coast prime earthquake zone
Local plate tectonics
make for region with
high seismic activity

Potentially active Arcata thrust faults
iN
By

by Tom Prete

SCIENCE EDITOR

PRRs

—

Sree
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Welcome to earthquake country.
While San Francisco usually gets the recognition
of earthquake capital of California, and certainly
deserves its reputation as a quake-prone region,
farther up the Pacific coast lurk a number of sources
for earthquakes as big or bigger thanany ever felt in
the Bay area.
A year after the Loma Prieta earthquake, centered
near Santa Cruz, some basic questions about
earthquakes are still asked in the Bay Area as well as
on the North Coast.
The most

basic question,

really, is what

ne

River °

is an

earthquake.
“An earthquake is the sudden release of elastic
energy inrockin the earth’s crust,” said HSU geology
Professor Gary Carver.
Rocks, though often brittle on a small scale with
sudden forces (like smashing a stone witha hammer),
can often be quite elastic on a large scale when
exposed to slow forces, such as the movement of
huge pieces of the earth’s crust past, away from or
against one another, said geology Professor Lori
Dengler. This elastic property allows rock to absorb

&

Highway
atrol

Source: City of Arcata

GRAPHIC

BY SCOTT FLODIN

large amounts of energy from rubbing or pushing,

but has its limits.
“When the amount of stored energy in the rock
exceeds the strength of the rock, it’s released by the
rock slipping, breaking suddenly along what we
calla fault and unloading that stored elasticenergy,”
Carver said.
On a global scale, the cause for earthquakes is
explained by the existence of a number of plates —
relatively hard, cool and light pieces of the earth’s
crust — “floating” on the comparatively fluid and
dense mantle. These plates do not occupy constant
positions relative to each other, but move around
and sometimes collide with, move away fromor rub

Thrust faults, marked on this map by fault traces,
have been identified as potentially active, mostly
because movement has occured along these faults
in the historic past. Portions to the northeast of the
fault traces could be thrust over portions to the

of the North American plate and then two oceanic
plates which constitute the sea floor of the Pacific
Ocean.”
Of those two oceanic plates, “one...extends from
about Cape Mendocino south. It’s called the Pacific
Plate. And then, North of Cape Mendocino, a somewhat
smaller plate called the Gorda plate, which makes up
the sea floor off of northern and central Humboldt
County and on up along the Oregon and Washington

against each other, producing mountain ranges,

faults and earthquakes.
Why the plates move is not well understood, but
the effects of this movement can be seen in the field
as well as reproduced in the laboratory.
“Locally,” Carver said, “we have three plates that
we're concerned with. There’s the western margin

coast.”

The area where these three plates meet bears the
name of the Mendocino Triple Junction (See graphic

page 23).

Major Northcoast
earthquakes
Location

Date

tia
west of
near Petrolia
offshore 50 miles W of Arcata
SE of Arcata
east of Arcata
12 miles NE of Arcata
30 miles offshore of Trinidad
160 miles W of Eureka

10/28/1909
7/4/1919
1/31/1922
1/22/1923
6/6/1932
12/21/1954
11/8/1980
9/10/1984

Eureka (wharf sank 4 feet)

10/23/1853

just offshore Cape Mendocino 7/31/1987
*Magnitude (Richter Scale values)
Ot EC
oe

EEE
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Junction itself.

“You find on any state seismicity map, this corner is
seismically very, very hot,” Dengler said. “This is the
1980 earthquake (magnitude = 7.0). That kind of
earthquake we can expect to return, on the average,
every five to six years.’
Earthquakes of this type historically have produced
fairly minor property damage such as collapsed
chimneys, houses shifted off their foundations, broken
windows and miscellaneous damage from falling
objects.

Mag.°

n/a

6.0-6.4
n/a
7.3
7.2
6.4
6.6
6.9-7.4
6.6

5.5

The Gorda Plate is not only being subducted under

Y SCOTT FLOOD!
BS

According to Dengler, whena damaging earthquake
is centered locally, there are three major sources from
which it is likely to come.
The most likely origin is the Mendocino Triple

ODO

southwest, all of which are part of the North
American Plate. Special study zones are regions
which have been identified as having particularly
high probability of activity. Any Construction in
these zones must undergo special studies.
from being shoved under the North American Plate.

This breaking process can also generate quakes.
Because the Gorda plate is being pushed under the

North American plate, and because the plate is still
nearly intact for some distance onshore, quakes
sometimes occur at points directly below Humboldt
Bay area communities.
These earthquakes, though not necessarily of a
greater magnitude than those produced offshore, can
be more damaging because they are closer to cities

and structures and less ground-motion energy is
dissipated by distance.
According to a supplement to HSU’s Multihazard
Emergency Plan prepared by the geology department,

the maximum intensity quake which can be expected
from this system is 7.5.
A source of earthquakes with magnitudes of 7.5 8.5, according to the supplement, is the San Andreas
Fault. Though the magnitude is larger than Gorda

plate quakes, the local intensity will probably be
similar due to the increased distanceof the Humboldt
Bay region from the source of the earthquake.
The probablity of an event as large as the 1906 San
Andreas earthquake in the next 30 years is less than
10 percent, Dengler said. But such an event will
probably occur “in the 100- to 200-year-time period,”
she said, and should be considered for its eventual
effect on buildings and other structures.
_ 1a ee, San Andreas Fault) is a known source, it’s a

the North: American plate, but it is also breaking up cnhnhiitecnanibdinsib Please soo Rarthquahés, nom page-—
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sure thing, and it’s going to produce
damage in our area,” she said.
The third source Dengler mentioned
— onshore thrust faults and the
Cascadia Subduction Zone “has the
greatest potential for damage and it’s
the one that we know the least about
becauseit hasn’t happened in historical
times.

known.
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“Those type of events are going to
produce much more damage than
we've seen historically,” Dengler said.
The Cascadia Subduction Zone is a
tectonic setting whichis similarinmany
wavs to the conditions found in the two
largest earthquakes ever recorded by
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$

worstcase that virtually
all

structures

are

dest:oyed and objects

the ground surface.
Fortunately, this typeof
earthquake is very rare
and has never occurred

in the written history of
the North Coast.
However, Carver said

there

is

geologic

evidence that such
events have occurred
and hehas nodoubtthat

they will happen again.
of

ere are a number
factors
which

influence

how

much

damage is cause by any

Another

SALE
now $499

storage tanks which are not full and gas
lines tend to rise toward the surface.
An uncommon but quite dangerous
effect which, Carver said, could appear
on the Humboldt coast as a result of
very large offshore earthquakes is a
tsunami. Tsunami is a Japanese word
for seismically generated sea waves,
sometimes erroneously called tidal
waves.
Tsunami can be particularly

failure,

liquifaction (see graphic page 19),
caused much of the damage in the
Marina district of San Francisco in last
year’s quake.
Liquifaction is the term for what
happens whensoils (particularly young
river and marine sediments) which

damaging to coastal communities, as

was demonstrated by one which struck
Crescent City following the 1964
Alaskan earthquake.

now $999

NORTHERN
MOUNTAIN SUPPLY
formerly Northern Surplus
The Same Ownership. Now Bigger & Better!
5th & Commercial, Eureka ¢ 445-1711 ¢ Open 7 Days

A Week sg

)

]

i

B

now $499
now $599
now $695
TO DRAPE, TO SEW
DREAMS ARE MADE IN
VELVET, WASHABLE

FOR: T-SHIRTS, SLEEP PILLOWS,
COSTUMES, PANTS, GOWNS,
CRYSTAL BAGS, VESTS,HATS
ON THE PLAZA, ARCATA

INSIDE JACOBY’S STOREHOUSE

Mon
- Sat

10- 5:30 Sun 11-4
BA

reg.
Scupper Rental..............$650
Hydra Adventurer..........$795
Hydra Sea Venture.........$895
Seda Viking Fiberglass...$895
Seda Glider Fiberglass....$1375

objects suchas septic tanks, other buried

»

End Of Season Clearance!

is broken and they are lubricated by the
water between the grains.
The result is that the ground behaves
not as a solid, but as a thick liquid.
Heavy objects, such as buildings,
bridges and roads tend to sink while

—

SEA KAYAKS

type of ground

shaken, the static friction between them

aa

American

could be throwninto the
air due to extreme
vertical acceleration of

ae

North

contain large amounts of water
experience strong shaking from an
earthquake.
Normally, there is enough friction
between the grains of the soil that it
genarally behaves as a stable, solid
surface. But when those grains are

particular earthquake.
Ground motion is a direct cause of
damage. Waves in the layers of crustal
rock (like waves rippling out from a
pebble thrown in a pond) cause objects
to fall fromshelves and tables and shake
buildings.
Faults can also directly produce
damage by splitting the ground surface
and any structures which lie along the
fault.
In the 1906 earthquake, most of the
damage was caused indirectly. Fire was
more catastrophic than the direct effects
of ground motion or faulting. Fire can
break out from stoves, electrical wires
and gas lines which have been moved
by earthquakes.
“Faliure” of the ground on hills and
slopes causes damage as large masses
of earth move quickly from the sides of
hills toward the bottoms of those hills.

"
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According to the
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can produce quakes of
magnitude8.0to9.5and
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“There’s no doubt in my mind...that
the Little Salmon Fault
and anumber of
the other thrust faults in the area have
produced significant earthquakes in the
recent prehistoric past.
“The Little Salmon events are
probably at least a magnitude eight
and may well be even larger,” Dengler
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¢ Continued from previous page
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Earthquakes

said (See graphic page 19).
Itisimportanttonote that theseevents
have been generated within the upper
regions of the North American Plate
and not from deeper in the Gorda Plate.
Dengler estimated that such events
onthe Little Salmon fault may occur on
the order of every 100-500 years.
She said the recurrence of “great”
earthquakes
on
the
Cascadia
Subduction Zone, the region where the
Gorda Plate is being pushed under the
North American Plate, is even less well
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County, university prepare for next quake
HSU plans Emergency
Operations

Center,

Survival Actions
Emergencies

for

by Wendi Grasseschi
LUMBERJACK STAFF
The Loma Prieta quake catalyzed
public concern and awareness, and
for a few months there was a flurry
of activity.
Reflections of this activity are
found statewide in strengthened
building codes, new quake-related
legislation, public school programs
and inattempts to strengthen county
and state emergency procedures.
Humboldt County residents and
agencies learned some lessons. But,

even though local agencies are
struggling to change, we may not be
any more prepared to deal with a
major quake today than a year ago.
The Humboldt County Office of
Emergency Services, or OES, located
in the county courthouse in Eureka,
collects information from various
county and

private agencies and

individuals when a disaster occurs
in the county and provides this
information to the Humboldt County
Board of Supervisors.

The board can set in motion the
emergency aid hierarchy, involving

individual needs to haveon their person

members — either never hear about

the resources to sustain life, like water,

it or don’t know how it works.

levels from county to state to national

food, blankets, etc.”
Being prepared onan individual level
is something that all community and
school agencies rely on heavily,
regardless of their programs and level
of preparedness.
Like the county, HSU has a plan to

The university is in the process of
implementing a more “hand: »n”
program called the Survive] Actions
For Emergencies, or SAFE plan,
according to Jim Hulsebus, acting
director of public safety.
“What SAFE entails is the training
of the staff and faculty and of each

funding

and

aid.

Mike

McGuire,

coordinator for OES, was sent to the

Bay Area after the.Loma Prieta quake.
He said that his office learned two major
lessons.
“The first lesson we learned is the
importance of getting field data to the
office — especially from the
unincorporated areas.

“Right now, we have a network of
flooding

with

emergencies

such

as

earthquakes, and the plancan only cope

building, and identifying a building
coordinator so that everyone knows
where emergency supplies are,
where a safety area is, and how to
direct the students in the building

witha
major disaster to acertaindegree,

volunteers located along the major river

drainages

deal

(due to the area’s high
potential), and

it is these

deputy coordinator’s jobs to go around
the area in person and estimate
damages, then report to us by radio,

phone or in person,” McGuire said.
“Although ... the outlying areas of
San Francisco were harder hit than the
city itself, emergency agencies didn’t
get the damage information quickly,
and we need to put more emphasis on
training, recruiting and coordinating
our own volunteers and local agencies

especially since it is relatively new and
in the initial stages of implementation.
In

event

of

an

earthquake,

an

Emergency Operations Center, or EOC,
would be opened. Within a month, the
EOC will be moved into the new
Student and Business Services

time,” Hulsebus said.

One of the advantages of trained
faculty,staff and students would be

the increased

building south of Gist Hall.
All of the university managers, such
the director of Housing Services would
meet, bringing in damage estimates and
statistics which they had in turn
received from their employees. The
managers will decide what buildings

to evacuate, what roads to close off, etc.

the needed resources to the right area is

The major limitation of sucha plan is
that those people most affected by it —
the average students or community

ability to aid the

outlying community,
Hulsebus said.
The university’s resources could
be called into play much more

as the director of Health Services and

such as CALTRANS, etc.,” he said.
“The second lesson we learned from
Loma Prieta was that...it will be several
days before outside help arrives,”
McGuire said. “The logistics of moving
phenomenal and there is a lot of red
tape to cut. So, the point is that each

should a quake occur during class

effectively if the campus could react
as a unit, he said.
Lori Dengler, geology department
chair, said she would like to see the
departments
talking
among
themselves in order to identify
hazards and plana course of action.

The Public Safety Department also
works with residence hall living group
advisors and trains them how to cope
with an emergency.

“It has to be an ongoing process.
One of the problems of elaborate
planning is that it won’t be in effect
toracoupleof years. In the meantime,

a lot could happen.”

In The Lumberjack Classifieds.
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Quakes need not catch people unprepared.
ers and stereos to desks or shelves.

by Wendi Grasseschi

LUMBERJACK STAFF

e Keep beds away from windows

6

‘ie first priority is being personally
ready for a disaster. This means having basic
survival items accessible in such places as

There are anumber of things you can
do to prepare yourself for a quake, to
cope with one as it occurs and to stay

alive well afterwards.
There are several levels of preparedness, ranging from the personal to the
neighborhood level.
The first priority is being personally
ready for a disaster. This means having
basic survival items accessible in such
places as your car, dorm roomor home.
The front pages of the local phone directory contain excellent emergency
information and procedures.
When a quake occurs, do not leave
the building if you are inside. Do not
rush to an exit. Find a table or desk and
get under it, hold on to it, and cover
your head.
If you are outside, find a door frame
and brace yourself under it. Stay away
from streets and windows.
If you are driving, pull over, stay in
the car and avoid overpasses and underpasses.
The most critical item to have after an
earthquake is bottled water, one gallon
per person per day. Water can be safely
purified by adding eight drops of
household chlorine bleach per gallon
of water and waiting 30 minutes.
High-energy food, suchas nuts, dried
fruits and jerky last a long time and
should also be one of the first items in

your car, dorm room or home. 5
Other items to add:
e Flashlights and working batteries
e Battery powered radio, extra batteries

¢ Candles and matches
e Space blankets, sleeping bags or
blankets
e’ Comfortable shoes
¢ Leather gloves
e First aid kit and a class in basic first
aid and CPR
e Special prescription drugs, if you
require them
These items are bare-minimum survival items. Ideally, you should be
prepared to survive without help for
three days. Add

these items to your

living place:
¢ Canned food and water
e Fire extinguisher
e Extended first-aid items anda firstaid handbook
e Special items for children’s needs
e Extra eyeglasses
¢ Astore of miscellaneous items such

an emergency kit.

as electrical and duct tape, scissors,
knife and safety pins
Once you have these basic items in a
place where all household members
canreach them, you candosome simple
things to make your living place safer.
e Keepall heavy items on low shelves
or at ground level.

e Secure top-heavy items such as
bunk beds to the wall.
e Secure shelves and hanging items,
suchas mirrors, ceiling fans and plants.
e Secure your water heater, one of
the household’s most fragile items, and
one of the most expensive to replace.
Thiscanbedoneby strapping the heater
to the wall or bolting it down. Make
sure the main gas line is flexible. The
October 1990 edition of Sunset magazine has excellent detailed information
on this procedure and other ways to
protect life and property.
e Secure expensive items, such as
computers and stereos. You can buy
velcro pads to attach personal comput-

and away from any heavy items that
could fall. You may not wake up in time

to get out of the way.

e There are a number of types of
inexpensive latches, suchas baby-proof
latches, that you can install to prevent
cabinets and drawers from swinging
open.
e Cover windows with clear, adhe-

sive plastic film to hold shattered glass.
e Store caustic or toxic items close to
the ground, in sturdy containers.
You should know where the gas valve
is and how to shut it off. If you do not
have a wrench that fits, buy one and
secure it close to the valve. Experts say
not to shut off the gas unless you detect
an odor and suspect a leak. The same
goes for water. Make sure everyone in
the dwelling knows where these valves
are.
Do not look for the gas leak or valve
with a candle or match.
It is a good idea to take the time to
examine the type of building you live
in. Students who rent and have low
incomes usually do not have the resources to change their dwelling place,
but they can inform their landlord of
possible safety hazards.
Single-story, wood-frame houses are
the safest structures in an earthquake,
due to their ability to absorb horizontal
movement and their multiple, internal

Please see Prepare, next page
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Prepare
¢ Continued from previous page

and somewhat flexible wooden frames. A “soft” first
story, one with a garage or large store under it, often

fails in a quake and should be reinforced with metal
or wooden beams. Again, see the October Sunset
magazine for details.
Second stories add a little more danger.
Unreinforced brick buildings are the most dangerous,

especially if those constructed prior to the 1940s
when building codes began to reflect the lessons
learned from the 1933 Long Beach earthquake.
The best type of foundation is a slab foundation, a
continuous poured concrete base. The more common
construction for the base ofa house is a raised concrete
wall, called a “cripple wall.” This is structurally
vulnerable,

especially

if the concrete

is old
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crumbling. Ideally, the house should be bolted to the
foundation.
Taking precautions, such as those above, and taking the time to analyze your living place can help
reduce quake-caused damage and injury.
Editor's note: This information was compiled from several sources including Sunset magazine, October 1990,
The Next Big Earthquake (a brochure prepared by the Red
Cross and other agencies), the Humboldt County phone
bookand the HSU Department of Public Safety emergency
procedures brochure. Geology Professors Lori Dengler and
Gary Carver also assisted.
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MESS
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“Right now

PAUL GALE’S
SCHOOL

a parking permit at HSU

is a hunting

license for

parking spaces. Arcata residents surrounding the campus are
tired of not being able to park in front of their own homes. My plan

will benefit both the residents and the students.”

—

Art

Eddy

Art Eddy was instrumental in solving

of

a similar housing and parking problem at

KUNG

UCLA. He is working hand-in-hand with

FU

Humboldt State University ona plan which

calls for additional housing and multiTrinidad
Call

for

&

level parking on campus.

Arcata

class

For immediate relief, Art is negotiating to set up a shuttle service to and from
campus through Humboldt Transit Authority.
Your vote for Art Eddy will continue
his work toward a solution that will ben-

times

677-0678

efit both HSU

students and the Arcata

community.

Art's Educational Back

Take

Home

the

Hits!

October:
Q&A

Teenage

Mutant

The Gods

Must

Loose
/Love

Be

Crazy

Cannons
You

Pretty

The Hunt

Ninja Turtles

for

Jetsons:

to

Death

Woman

Red
The

October
Movie

Video Wizard
88 Sunny

Brae Center

Il

Art received his bachelor’s degree in
Political Science from Whittier College and
his Doctor of Laws from Duke University.
Prior to moving to Humboldt County,
Art served as Budget Officer at UCLA for 20
years and Special Assistant to the Chancellor for three years.
WE

Thank

STRONGLY

you

SUPPORT

Marilyn
Ames
Chuck Lindeman
Fred Siler
Jeanette Carroll
Jackie Mottaz
Alice Blaser
Marilee Hadley

Gene Feist
Stan Mottaz
Ron Borges
Walt Sweet
Mike Dolby
Al Toste
Evon Stocker

Scott Hunt
Jeff Redmond
Sandi Hunt
Kim Kellenberg
Shirley Rocha
Augie Rocha
Glennie King

Grant Ferguson

Oden Hansen

Ann Pellatz

James Washington

Harvey Carroll

Lois Wild

for voting

ART

for

me on

November

6th.

EDOY
Carl Pellatz
Adrian Winters
Frank Powers

Sherry Griffith
Dayton Griffith
Carol Elliot

Frank Ghisetti
Loretta Speziale
Dorothy Wormington
Weldon Benzinger
Elena David

Sandra oe

Leroy

S'

Marion Starkey
Jim Vaissade
Ken David
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Vocal Motion
Oakland Youth Chorus’ Professional Ensemble

joined by Members of Bobby McFerrin's Voicestra
Presenting a global repertoire including compositions by Bobby McFerrin.
Thursday, October 25,1990
7p.m., $12 General, $7 Students/Seniors/Children

Roadside Theater
_ Spellbinding Theatre from Appalachia presented

with major assistance from the Northcoast Inn
Saturday, November 10, 1990
Family Theatre with

Mountain Tales and Music
2p.m., $6 General, $4 Student/Senior/Children

Leaving Egypt
A dramatic musical of a mountain family facing
the loss of their homeplace...

8p.m., $9 General, $6 Student/Seniors

a

-

®
sia:

Body Tjak

Ze
\\

EN

Indonesian Dancing & Percussion
7

Tuesday, November 13, 1990

8p.m., $14 General,

$10 Students/Seniors

NHE 216

Acast of 24 Americans and
Indonesians present a new

collaborative work combining the
new art form of body music with
the ancient Balinese expressions
of Kecak.

The Amazing
Shanghai Acrobats
& Imperial Warriors of
the Peking Opera
Wednesday, November 28, 1990
7p.m., $10 General, $7 Students/Seniors/
Children
All performances held in
the Van Duzer Treatre.
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The Focus on Leadership Conference
is sponsored by the activities coordinating board
major funding by Associated Students, University Center
Residential Hall Association, Humboldt orientation program
and student affairs

‘

.
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The Lumberjack

Registration $7. Talk to Rees Hughes

Hear exciting speakers.
Build coalitions. Meet new people.
At the Focus on Leadership Conference.
Saturday, Oct. 20.
fu niversi ty Center, Kate Buchanan Room, 9 - 4 p.m.
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Arts Council

ys

opens diverse
concert series
by Yvonne Crandell

LUMBERJACK STAFF

For almost two decades now, the place to be
on Friday nights has been Old Town Eureka.
“This starts our 17th year of Friday night
concerts in Old Town,” said Ellen Gale, president of the Humboldt Arts Council. HAC produces the weekly concerts held at the Humboldt

Cultural Center in Eureka.
The 1990-91 season will feature a
wide range of entertainment from storytellers,
like Lisa Monet on Dec.
7, to a harpsichord performance by Lorette

Otel

Goldberg on Feb. 9, to Jyl
Heuston’s
“Theater
Plexus,” an evening of
comedy, oddity and

physical theater.
This Friday HAC will
showcase the talents of
two new HSU musical
Symphony
faculty members, Henry
Grabb, on oboe, and
Armand Ambrosini, on clarinet. They will perform solo and in a chamber wind ensemble.
Originally from the East Coast, Ambrosini
earned his bachelor’s degree in clarinet from
California Institute of the Arts in Valencia. He
holds a master’s degree from Yale in clarinet
performance and is working toward his doctorate in the same field.
“I’m on a one-year (teaching) position (at
HSU) right now. A regular job may open up. I
hope so,” Ambrosini said.“I really like it here.”
Regarding Friday’s concert in Old Town,
Ambrosini said, “I’m really happy to be involved in such a thing.”
Grabbs, who also came to HSU this semester,
was not available for comment.
Neither performer has shared a recital before, and Ambrosini acknowledged that it “does
present certain problems.”
Still, Ambrosini said he felt confident in their
ability to play welland complementeach other's

PHOTO BY IRENE YOUNG

The Sundogs bring their “swamp beat boogie” to the International Beer Garden Saturday night.

‘Swamp beat’ boogies
when ‘dogs hit Garden
by Drew Schultz
‘ LUMBERJACK STAFF
Put on your dancin’ shoes, because this town is

gonna boogie.
Arcata will get a taste of “swamp beat boogie”
when the Sundogs, a Cajun, blues and rock ‘n’ roll
band, perform at the International Beer Garden on

Saturday night.
The Sundogs have performed in Northern California since they formed in 1986. They have toured
the Pacific Northwest, Texas, Alaska and

most re-

cently, Europe. Their debut album, “Unleashed,”
was released on the Kaleidoscope record label earlier
this year.
None of the five Sundogs are from Louisiana, nor
did any of them know that much about Cajun music
until a few years ago.
Tom Rigney, electric violin and vocals, was one of

the founding members of the Sundogs. Although he

took up music at a late age, 24, he pursued it with a
passion.
“I realized just what an amazing effect that kind of
syncopated, upbeat, powerful rhythm can have on
people’s bodies and minds and attitudes,” Rigney

told the San Francisco Chronicle ina recentinterview.

Rigney led his own bluegrass bands for many years

and spent two years on the road with Cajun favorite
Queen Ida’s Bon Temps Zydeco Band (who came
through

Ba

Arcata last‘month)
and also

“Baa
iH Me

layed with the

Sadafe.**

LAMMMVeew

After leaving Queen Ida, Rigney formed the
Sundogs with Joe Paquin, lead guitar, and Teddy J.
Politzer, slide guitar and vocals. They worked for a
year backing Ida’s brother, accordianist Al Rapone,
then moved out on their own — still hooked on the
Louisiana style music.
“I just thought it was too much fun to stop after
leaving Ida’s band,” Rigney said in the interview.
Still, Rigney didn’t lay claim to the authenticity of
a Cajun heritage, viewing his music instead as melting
pot of “boogie” musical styles.
“When I hear the real traditional Cajun music, it’s
sometimes a shock to me how little that is like what
we do. I realize that that was never my starting point.
I like it, but it isn’t my background and it isn’t what
really moves me,” he said.
section members,
The Sundogs’ original rhthym
bassist Dana Russell,
drummer Erik Nielsen and
were recently replaced by John Aughney on the

instruments.

“We think the repertoire we chose is varied
enough to be entertaining and still maintain
continuity,” he said.
The evening will begin with Francis Poulene’s
“Sonata for Clarinet and Piano,” aserious piece
written in 1962, the year of the composer's
death.
Ambrosini and Grabb will be closing with
Camille Saint-Saens’ “Opus 79 for Clarinet,
Oboe, Piano and Flute.”
“It’s a lot of fun,” Ambrosini said of the piece.

electric bass and James Hobson on drums.

Derk Richardson of the San Francisco Bay Guardian newspaper said of the Sundogs, “These old dogs
bring some new tricks to American roots music by
blending cajun fiddle into a blues and R&B stock that
boils over the top of its ‘swamp beat boogie’ cauldron...
“Relentless dance music that at once motivates and

“The treatment of (the absent) instruments is

mesmerizes the listeners through the power of a

very clever ... lots of color, folk-type melodies.
There’s a lot of flashy types of things to end the
program with.”
HAC’s Friday night concerts begin at 8:15

stomping beat and the swirl of Rigney’s fiddle and

niors and students.
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tudent-run radio set to expand

Striving for more money and listener s, KRFH hits its sophomore stride
by Matt Plank

every building on campus.
“We are going to continue earning

LUMBERJACK STAFF

money for transmitters until we totally

Blasting HSU with 30 watts of mono-

saturate the campus,” he said.

surround sound, it’s KRFH, radio free

Humboldt.
Located at 610 on your AM dial,
KRFH is a student-operated carriercurrent station in its second year of

In addition to radio shows, KRFH,

with the help ofits in-house promotion
department, Vandals Productions, puts
on live entertainment as well.
“Last year KRFH sponsored two
concerts involving local bands in order

operation. Carrier current means that

the signal is delivered directly to a
building via electric lines, which act as

to raise money,” said Michelle Peters,

the transmitting antenna.

well as a source of entertainment for
the students living on campus.
“Wesurvey the students in the dorms

director of Vandals Productions.
“This year we're hoping to bring
bigger name bands to the area, to fulfill
the needs of the students of HSU as
well as support ‘underground’ radio,”
she said.
If KRFH does become an all-campus

and base our programming around the

station, will it be able to compete with

KRFH was created to serve as an
academic lab for the speech communication and journalism departments, as

results of those surveys,” said Gary
Melton, faculty supervisor for KRFH.
The only two buildings that can pick
up KRFH right now are Redwood and
Sunset dormitories. Several students
living there claim they have not heard
the station, and most of them said there
have been no surveys taken yet.
“I listen to it sometimes, because I

have a friend that works there,” said
Celina Stumpp, a resident of Redwood
Hall. “Most of the people here don’t
listen to it because they don’t know it
exists.”

The lack of listeners seems to be the
majorconcernamong the staffat KRFH,

KHSU, the FM public station?
“KHSU does not pose a threat to
KRFH because the stations have difPHOTO BY JASON SCHROEDER

Journalism senior Damian Sienkiewilez, a.k.a. Vincent Blackshadow, takes
.

a request during his show, “Music for Potentially Bald Men.” Sienkiewilez’s
show airs on student-run station KRFH, 4 to 6 p.m. Mondays.
and attempts to solve this problem are . various dorms and allow KRFH’s sigin the works.
nal to be delivered there. Melton hopes
“We have been successful in securing
they will be in operation by this spring.
money from the state to purchase more
“KRFH will continue to grow,” said
transmitters...and enlarge our listen- General Manager Ted Coopman.
ing audience,” Melton said.
“Within the past year we've doubled
These transmitters will be placed in our music library, and we havea much
‘more organized and experienced staff.
There has been too much money put
into this project to just walk away from
it.”
Melton said the ultimate goal of the
station is to make KRFH accessible to

ARCATA BOWL
793

K STREET

SPIN

e ARCATA

THE

ferent

objectives,”

Coopman

staff members consider to be KRFH’s

most appealing element.
“KKRFH is cool because there is no
censorship. Wecan play what we want,”
said disc jockey Andrew Cochrane, a
history junior:
KRFH’s broadcasting hours are 8 to

10 a.m. and 4 p.m.-midnight, Monday
through Friday.
The program is open to all students

who enroll in the speech communication 155 and 355 workshops.
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nce upon a time in Arcataland
Was a cubby little pub, Oh! The burgers were grand.
The G Street Bear is what the sign read,
And when the bear started cooking, the town folks sped
Right down to the cozy, warm, wooden booths,
To enjoy a cold spirit and rest tired hooves.
Crisp lettuce, fresh veggies in salads to toss,
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Cheesy “Compost pile” leaves most at aloss,

Hourly For New Drink Special
Friday and Sturday 9 - Midnight

Get Off The Streets

And (nto Our Alleys
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,

said.

“Their support lies within the community. We are entirely student-run.
Our goal is to entertain and inform the
students.”
The idea of a completely studentcontrolled radio station is what most

For words! For the vittles are utterly scrumptious,
Outrageous! Mouthwatering! Very grumptious!
The G Street Bear is the name once again,
Come try it , You'll like it. Thank You
The End

Open 11 a.m. - 10 p.m. daily

..846.G Street
on the Plaza Arcata 822-5626...
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KHSU celebrates 30th
with flashback party
by Nicco Wargon
LUMBERJACK STAFF

Today, KHSU

The third week of October 1960 was
a busy one.

Shows like “Morning Edition”
and “All
Things Considered” supplement local
news and public affairs.

Richard
Nixon
debated John
Kennedy on foreign policy in their third

televised debate,

Premier

receives news pro-

graming from National Public Radio.

When KHSU first went on the air, it

Nicolai

Khrushchev ended his 25-day visit to

had a library of over 3,000 records of
classical, folk, pop, jazz, and Broz iway

the United States, the Pittsburgh Pirates

musical productions.

took the World Series and Humboldt’s
first public radio station hit the airwaves.
Witha

Those types of music and more will

be featured at a celebration of KHSU’s
30th anniversary at the Casa de Que
Pasa in Arcata on Sunday afternoon
from 2 to 4. Sponsored by Friends of

mere 10 watts anda broadcast

range of about 15 miles, KHSC (later,
KHSU) went on the air on Oct. 17, 1960.

KHSU, the station’s fundraising support group, the party is open to pro-

Thirty years later, witha power of 9,000
watts, KHSU broadcasts up to parts of
Oregon and as far downas the Sonoma
border.

grammers, DJs, listeners and community residents.
“Our party (will have) an early ‘60s
theme,” Pam Mendelsohn, director of
development at KHSU, said. “We encourage people to come dressed as they

The first non-commercial radio station in the California State University
system, KHSU has been a member of
the National Associationof Educational
Broadcasters, the parent organization
for college radio stations across the
country, since its inception.

would be when KHSU started in 1960.”
Jim McVicker,

a local artist with a

national reputation, has created and
donated a painting specifically for the
KHSU 30th anniversary. Full color
posters of the painting are available to
residents who renew their membership
or join the Friends of KHSU with a

Among the NAEB programs featured
on KHSC in the Fall semester of 1960
were shows dealing with civil defense,

Greek and Roman civilizations and the
effects of drugs on the nervous system.

minimum donation of $15.

PHOTO BY BEKAH BURGES»

Artist Jim McVicker puts the finishing touches on the painting he created in
honor of public radio KHSU’s 30th anniversary. A reprint of the painting is
being offered as a poster, available to new and renewing mesnbers of
Friends of KHSU. Proceeds go to the station’s October fundraising drive,
which will be highlighted by a 1960s theme party on Sunday.
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‘Smut is smut’ and Cher ought to know
ship Alert: Did you know that since the

by P.J. Johnston
CURRENTS EDITOR

One

OPENING LINE: Well, the battle has
begun. As soon as the Motion Picture
Association of America revised its rating system and assigned the new NC17 to its first recipient, Philip
Kaufman's “Henry & June,” the entertainment world’s watchdogs began to
howl. “Henry & June” was banned in
Dedham, Mass., after two town selectmen claimed the NC-17 rating essentially meant the film is X-rated...and
that ain’t cool in Dedham. Then, last
Friday, The Birmingham News became
the nation’s first paper to refuse to run
ads for Kaufman’s film, saying that it
would reject any future ad copy for
NC-17 films. The new rating, which
bars children under 17, was intended
torid “serious filmmakers” of the scorn
of porn. Apparently that doesn’t fly
with the editors of The News, who

et

i

Lhese

ok

One

days,

ot

ese
Right

days
In

furor over “obscenity” in the National
Endowment of the Arts program be-

eta.
er

the

an, artists seeking NEA

ncompelled to signa purity oath, or
they can kiss the mulah goodbye? The
oath states that the grantees agree not
to
depict
“sadomasochism,
homoeroticism, the sexual exploitation
of children or individuals engaged in
sex acts.” Thank god Picasso:
was fi-

aay ee

oe

l-

nancially secure, or Jackie Collins for

ws

that matter.

SPEAKING OF BAD TASTE: The
British, always on the lookout for
something to wake their silly asses up,
will tune in to a new sit-com next year
about
the home life of Adolf Hitler. Yes,
Hitler. “Heil, Honey, I’m Home” will

be a comedy series about the dead dic
(as in “tator”), his lover Eva Braun and

their Jewish neighbors. We're talking,
“I Love the Third Reich.” The show is
set in 1960s Hollywood, where the Hitman willbe visited by thelikesof Benito
Mussolini. Boy, I can already hear the
laughter around the world — although
I don’t think you can get BBC in
Auschwitz.

concluded flatly, “Smut is smut.”

NC-17’s “lose the stigma” appeal did
fly with most other editors, from The
Christian Science Monitor to The Lumberjack, but in many cases the approval
of the new rating was tentative. The
editors at The Monitor said they
“wouldn’t mind if movies stopped
portraying explicit sex and violence altogether” — a rather puritanical response if you ask me. And those eloquent intellectuals at The ‘Jack criticized Hollywood for its disturbing
double-standard for sex and violence,
which favors the latter.
The whole controversy brings to my
mind the complete idiocy of the ratings
system, the movie industry’s form of
self-imposed censorship. By now everyoneis familiar withthe ratings game.
Directors slice and dice their movies
with the MPAA construct in mind:
knowing that “shit” and “piss” are PG
words, “fuck” and “cunt” are R words;

that nudity buys you an R (and an
audience),

unless

it’s male

frontal,

which now means NC-17; that glimpses
Paid Political Advertisement
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NO TASTE WHATSOEVER: And

)

while we're discussing vile subjects,
have you heard that Cher has a new
tattoo? Amazing, I know, but true. A

Vanity Fair cover article displays the

ILLUSTRATION BY P.J. JOHNSTON

The British, whose

bad taste knows

no bounds, will soon

new ‘too (a “chain” necklace) and re-

be airing a

veals some of Cher’s innermost
thoughts, such as: “I don’t know if I
wasa bimbo (when! slept with Warren
Beatty), but I had pretty low self-esteem,” and, “Rap music’s tone against
women isn’t helpful to anyone.” The
article also reports that she took her 12-

television situation-comedy about the domestic life of Adolf Hitler and his
lover Eva Braun, Called “Hell, Honey, I'm Home.” Set in 1960s Hollywood,
the series is a sort of “The Honeymooners” meets “The Sorrow and the

Pity.” There goes the neighborhood.

of blood and a few guts is PG or PG-13,
but sustained bleeding and lots of guts
means R; that approval of drug use gets
at least

retain its role as gatekeeper, deciding
which movies will be successful and
for what reasons?

year-old

son, Elijah, to see Andrew

Dice Clay. I guess the Diceman’s tone

is more appropriate, huh? And by the

a PG-13; and that sex is more

acceptable (and marketable) if it is
punished or characterized by violence.
Isanybody really protecting anybody
here, or is the MPAA just trying to

IN THE PIE OF THE BEHOLDER:

way, would it be safe to say that Cher’s
tone, pitch and everything else associ-

And while we're on the subject of having Our pop morals defined for us, perhaps I should include a quick Censor-

ated with her voice isn’t particularly
helpful to anyone either?
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Husband and wife poets
return to HSU for reading
poetry, the most recent of which is “El-

by Matt Plank
LUMBERJACK STAFF

ements.” His first book, “Imaginary

One critic said “his style is characterized by the strikingly direct statement.” Another said her debut in poetry
was one of the “finest first books of
poems” he’d ever read.
They are husband and wife writers
James Galvin and Jorie Graham, two

Timber,”

was published

in 1980 and

the second, “God’s Mistress,” was a
winner in the open competition of the
National Poetry Series.
Galvin, who was raised in northern
Colorado, said “I receive much of my
inspiration from that landscape.”
He has recently completed a book of

former HSU lecturers who will present
prose titled “The Meadow,” which is
their work ata poetry reading Thursday
set in the same Rocky Mountain West
night, as part of the English
as his poetry.
department’s Visiting Writers Series.
Both Graham and Galvin taught in
“Whenever you go encounter a work
HSU’s English department from 1980of art, whether it’s poetry, music, or a 82. They now live in Iowa City with
painting, it compels you to use the their 6-year-old daughter, Emily, and
deepest part of your sensibility to re- ‘ teachat the University of lowa’s writer's
spond to it,” said poet Jorie Graham in workshop.
aphoneinterview from the twoauthors’
The authors will hold an informal
home in Iowa.
discussion from 3-4 p.m. in the Kate
Graham grew up in Italy and was
Buchanan Room and will give a joint
educated at the Sorbonne in Paris, New
reading at 7:30 p.m. in Founders Hall
York University, Columbia University
152. Both events are free and open to
in New York, and the University of
the public.
Iowa in Iowa City. She has written
three books of poetry, “Hybrids of
The Way Things Work
Plants and of Ghosts,” “Erosion,” and
her most recent work, “Region of by Jorie Graham
Unlikeness,” which is to be released by
Ecco Press in a few months.
Graham recently received what has
is by admitting
been called the “creative equivalent of
Or opening away.
the lottery,” a five-year grant worth
$255,000 from the John D. and Catherine
T. MacArthur Foundation of Chicago.

She was one of 36 people to obtain the
fellowship this year.
Galvin is the author of three books of

For Our Better Graces

what spills over,

what we look for
that finds us:
innocence

by association.
Cloud shadows
feel their way,
rapid and blind,
over the face

of the prairie.
Pine trees
atop the ridge
row the world

URBAN DANCE SQUAD
@ No Kid@

®@ Deeper Shade Of Soul @
@ Fastlane @

TOMMY
CONWELL
™ YOUNG
RUMBLERS
GUITAR TROUBLE
including

.

I'm Seventeen
Let Me Love You Too
Do Right
What Once Was

Aemy

Cernes

Two Fires

Colum

Crane lift your small head —

into the dampblack sky.

I believe in you —
your head is the horizon to
my hand. I believe
forever in the hooks.
The way things work
is that eventually
something catches.

God's mistress

rides by
on a feather of water.
After she is gone

€or

the objects of desire
opening upon themselves
the objects of faith.
The way things work
is by solution,
resistance lessened or
increased and taken
advantatge of.
The way things work
is that we finally believe
they are there,
common and able
to illustrate themselves.
Wheel, kinetic flow,
rising and falling water,
ingots, levers and keys,
I believe in you,
cylinder lock, pully,
lifting tackle and

God loves
the rain, not us.
Ours is

ae

of current: Blue;
blue through purple;

without us;

by James Galvin
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This sale runs October 15 through November 15.
Look for 6 new titles on November 15.
Bay Shore Mall 445-3480
We accept Visa, MasterCard, American Express and Discover

DISC JOCKEY.
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Intramural Tournaments start next week!
check intramural office for game times.

Undefeated Teams |
Soccer B

Volleyball B

Sudden Death

IDSF

Tarrapin Flyers

INT

Knuckleheads

Women's Volleyball

O75 weetValley-wW.

Ultra Spikes

to Giuntoli Exit (next to McDonald's)

Basketball A

Basketball B

Bulls
Buckeye

Chi Phi Hoops
Green Bowl Packers

Jackson
Sean
Road Warriors

Basketball (6 ft.)
Lakers

Pure Junk

Terminators

Rebels

Softball
Monday

822-WINE

¢

1551 Giuntoli

¢

ARCATA

Thursday

4th St. Boys Club
Tuesday

Pancake Batters

Ray's Sentry
Grateful Dudes

Henry’s Ale « Dark & Regular
Kegs

Wednesday
Chealsea

$49.00

Black Sox

Hamm’s 15 gallons $35.00
|

Fishing Bait & Gear

i
i

————$—$—$—$—$$$

Se

First Last & Only Stop on Way to Sun and Fun!
More 6-PK

&

12-PK Beer Specials

PLUS A GREAT WINE SELECTION !
Located on Giuntoli Ln.
Near Valley West Shopping Center

Physical Graffiti

Friday
Mystic Squids

Sunday
Regulators
C+C 19
fintchete
Sure Gloves

Frisbee golf tournament:
Men's and Women's A & B divisions

$3/students
$5/community members

Saturday, Oct. 20
* Sign up in the Intramural Office by Thursday, Oct. 18
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Volleyball topples from first-place standing
Team will attempt to regroup on the road after emotional weekend
by Celia Homesley

LUMBERJACK STAFF

After an emotional weekend which saw the
women’s volleyball team drop from first place, they
hit the road to face three different teams in as many
days.
The ‘Jacks (24-5 overall, 6-1 in conference) are

coming off a weekend in which they beat 18th-ranked
Chico State for the first time in eight years Friday
night and lost Saturday to sixth-ranked UC Davis.
Now they must travel to the Bay Area, beginning
with UC Santa Cruz on Thursday, and then take on
Northern California Athletic Conference members
Hayward State and San Francisco State the next two
days.
*UCSC and Hayward are both fairly weak,” Coach
Julie Ortman said.

Thursday’s non-conference matchup with Santa
Cruz will mark the first meeting between the two
schools.
On Friday, the ‘Jacks take a lifetime 28-4 series

record to Hayward, to take on a Pioneer team (10-12
overall, 2-4 inconference) fifthin the NCAC. Hayward
has finished in the cellar four of the last six seasons.
Last week, the Pioneers lost to San Francisco State
and went 3-5 in the Fresno State Tournament.

On Saturday comes the Lumberjacks’ toughest

matchup of the road trip in San Francisco State (7-7
overall, 4-3 in conference).
HSU defeated the Gators earlier this season in three
games by scores of 15-10, 16-14, 15-3. Like Chico
State, it was the first time the team had beaten San
Francisco State since 1982 and earned a lifetime 7-28
mark against the Gators.
“That's a crucial match for us.” Coach Dan Collen
said. “We're in their territory, but we have the advantage because we've already beat them.”
“We're still going to have to play excellent volleyball

to beat them,” Ortman said.
The Gators feature the league’s tallest lineup. It is

led by senior middle blocker Julie Frost, who is first

in the NCAC with 1.3 blocks

, second. with

4.1 kills per game, and third in kill percentage with

29.9 nbpet of her at
registering kills.
In Friday's match with Chico, the teams battled for

the full five games.
After winning two of the first three games, the
Please see Volleyball, page 34

PHOTO BY BOB ANDERSON

HSU outside hitter Jayna Hershey goes up for the spike as UC Davis middie blocker Julia Curlette
attempts the biock. The ‘Jacks go on a three-day road trip this week, pitting itself against UC Santa
Cruz and conference foes Hayward State and San Francisco State.

Time to do or die

Postseason bid hangs in balance for Lumberjack soccer

by Dirk Rabdau

“Any

SPORTS EDITOR

team

Two of the
league’s top defenses
will
meet on the HSU soccer field this
weekend in a two-game series that
could determine
the fate of the Lum-

eG Jones hopes.

U (7-5-2 overall, 5-3-0 in confer-

ence) hosts San Francisco State (3-1-3
overall,

5-3-4

in conference)

in a

time you are going against

thathaslostonlyoneleaguegame

in seven, it’satoughteam,” HSU soccer

coach Alan Exley said. “The two teams
match up well. We see them as a legitimate contenderin the conference.”

San Francisco’s defense is tied with
HSU’s as the second-best in the
Northern California Athletic Confer-

ence with only 10 goals surrendered.

San Francisco’s offensive threat cen-

a

scheduled for Oct. 31 and Nov. 1 This

forced the ‘Jacks to play six games in

eight days.

SU went 4-2 over that stretch, caus-

ing them
to drop from contention for a
league title to third place.
But unlike last year, a league title is
noton the line this time.
With Sonoma State unbeaten in con-

_ference play and only

games remaining, HSU

five conference
has refocused

berth if it wins the conference.
Humboldt is ranked ninth in the
western region, behind NCAC mem-

bers No. 3 Sonoma State, No. 5 Chico
and No. 6 Davis.

Over the weekend, the ‘Jacks posted

their first road sweep of the season
with a pair of shutout victories against
Notre Dame, winning 2-0 and 5-0.
“We were surprised earlier in the
season because they were only losing
by one or two goals,” Exley said. “But
when we got there we found out why.”
“They made no effort whatsoever to

matchup of the second and third place _ ters around striker Edward Van Dine, _ its ve
on the postseason tournament.
teams, respectively.
who is sixth in the conference with
“I wecan finish the season strong we
The Gators broke Sonoma State’s seven goals and three assists.
canbe considered foran at-large berth,”
perfect conference record on Saturday,
In last season’s matchup, the Oct. 17. Exley said.
attack,” Exley said.
tying Sonoma 0-0.
earthquake caused the games to be reunevenness awe Please see Soccer, page 34
*eeeVe
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Jacks in search of first conference win
Frequent turnovers,
inconsistent play

prove HSU'’s undoing
by Dirk Rabdau
SPORTS EDITOR
The Lumberjack football team travels to Sonoma State this weekend in
search ofits first conference winagainst
one of the nation’s toughest defenses.
The Lumberjacks (1-4-1 overall, 0-2
in conference) face a Cossack team (4-20 overall, 1-0-0 in conference) that has
picked off 13 passes already this season.
The Cossacks boast a defense which
is the fourth-toughest in Division II
and first in the Northern California
Athletic Conference. It is leads the conference in both pass and run defense,
the latter having allowed an average of
61.5 yards per game. By comparison,
second-best Chico State has allowed
123.9 yards rushing per game.
In its NCAC opener Saturday,
Sonoma beat Hayward State 38-3,
PHOTO BY BOB ANDERSON
HSU quarterback Paul Ulibarri gets sacked by Robert NCAA-record 19 straight conference titles, won their
holding the Pioneers toa paltry 56 yards
in total offense.
Delia-Santina in Saturday’s 45-22 loss
to UC Davis. Ulibarri 47th straight league game as It opened NCAC play. The
While the Cossacks’ defense shines, - did manage tocomplete 12 of 20 passes for 181 yardsand Lumberjacks have not beaten
Davis since 1981 and are
their offense leads the league in scoring
a touchdown in the game. The Aggies, winners of an 0-2 this season in conference action.
average with 30 points per game. It is
led by quarterback John Spear, who is
first among NCAC passers in passing
ing attack as quarterback Jeff Bridewell
did not register a sack, could not pres“We played the game game as we did
efficiency.
threw for 242 yards and three touchsure Bridewell.
against Menloand the better teamcame
The Lumberjacks, on the other hand,
downs before being pulled late in the
“I thought we would be able to get in out top,” Baysinger said. “Turnovers
have,in the words of Coach Mike Dolby,
third quarter.
there a lot better,” Regan said. “I think are what kills us.”
“played inconsistently” all season.
“Our defense played poorly over- they made it a point to double team
Baysinger seemed puzzled by the
In Saturday’s 45-22 loss to UC Davis, all,” Dolby said. “Though Bridewell
team’s inconsistent play.
the Aggies rolled up 551 yards of of- tends to cause you to play that way.”
Junior wide receiver Freeman
“This team has more talent than last
fense.
“The middle of our defense, our in- Baysinger, leading the nation with a year’s team,” Baysinger said. “I guess
The ‘Jacks never led, and in the secside linebackers and safeties didn’t punt return average of 17.3 yards per that old saying goes that you can have
ond half were buried by an Aggie avaexecute at all,” Dolby said.
return, said the team showed little imtoo much talent.”
lanche of 28 points.
Senior defensive end Scotty Regan
provement since defeating Menlo ColThe ‘Jacks fumbled five times, losing
guys.”

Paid Political Advertisement
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Football

Runners take needed breather

¢ Continued from previous page

Men's cross country ‘relax’ before conference championship
“There is no way we are going to

by Dirk Rabdau
SPORTS EDITOR

lose,” senior Chuck Mullane said.
The team will then head to the
regionals at UC Riverside. After that,

The men’s cross country team is
preparing for the conference championships by taking it easy.

Humboldt will host the Division II na-

tional championships for the first time

With 10 days to go before the
Northern California Athletic Conference championships
at Sonoma State,

in its history.
“It’s kind of like school,” Hobson

said. “We have been doing all the

runners are cutting down on their
mileage.
“We're starting to cut down on the
miles,” senior Chris Hobson said.
“We haven't been able to give that

studying. Now

is the midterm, then

another midterm and then the final. We
have to see how much we have re-

tained.”

win,” Oviatt said. “We can have two

The men’s squad is coming off a
weekend in which it placed ninth out of
ten teams in the Eugene Invitational.
Thecompetition, made primarilyof top
division! teams fromthe nation, proved
too much for Humboldt.
“Definitely it’s not an ego booster,”
Hobson said. “I was 44th. To be honest
I was stunned. It made me re-evaluate
the reason I run. That reason is for
myself.”
Coach David Wells said he expected
the result going into the invitational.
“I told the guys what to expect in the
race,” Wells said. “Thecompetition was
made up of some genetically very special people. They were be in high
school, tops in college, and
are future

or three guys not run perfect races.”

Olympians.”

extra little bit of effort needed.”

During the height of the season,
sophomore Pete Oviatt runs approximately 105 miles three out of
the four weeks of each month. Every
fourth week he will cut down to between 85-95 miles. Now that conference, regional and national championships approach, he will cut down
to the fourth-week level for the re-

mainder of the season.

The members
of the team said they
were confident they would win the

conference meet.

“The team is so tight we can afford
not to take it too seriously and still

the

SP

possession twice, and threw two interceptions. The team has committed 20
turnovers this season while only forc-

“The positive aspect is that it puts

us in the situation that we will face in

ing six.

nationals. We will be racing against
guys
we have never seen before,”

Baysinger said the team must remain
positive if it hopes to improve on its
past performances.
“First of all, everyone has to change
their attitude,” Baysinger said. “I admit I’m guilty of this sometimes. It’s
easy to say ‘forget the season.’”

Wells said.

“They (the team) will work harder
not just because of what happened
Saturday,” Oviatt said.“ but because
that is how it is going to be at nationals.”
For now, the conference meet is
the team’s main focus.
“The team is much more balanced
this year,” Mullane said. “There is
really not that much pressure
as there
are always six or seven guys to pick
up the slack.”
Hobson echoed Mullane’s senti-

Sophomore halfback Todd Brose was

the workhorse of the game for HSU,
picking up 119 yards in total offense,
including 81 yards on 14 carries resulting in two touchdowns.
The converted quarterback said he
enjoys the new position and success,
and doesn’t think the adjustment was

ments.

too major. ©

“I just want to play,” Brose said. “As
a quarterback in our system you have
to learn what everyone’s assignments
are.”
“We're very pleased that he has developed to an outstanding halfback,”

“Last year the team had a super
runner (in Dennis Pfeifer). This year
we have six or seven guys who could
beat their fourth-best runner. This
team would beat last year’s fairly

easily,” Hobson said.

Dolby said.

“In two weeks that has progressed
into one of the top players in our conference. We will still continue to work

Editor's note: In the following weeks,
The Lumberjack will run features and
stories on the men's and women's cross
country teams as HSU hosts the division
I national championshipNov. 17 for the
first time in its history.

on the plaza,
Arcata
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him at quarterback (in practice).”

The game takes place Saturday at 1

p-m. at Cossack Stadium.
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¢ Continued from page 31

Lumberjacks had to hang on to preserve the victory, winning 11-15, 15-9,

15-12, 10-15, 15-11.
“We have a real rivalry with Chico,”
said Coach Dan Collen. “In the 14 years
that I’ve been coaching, this is the
sweetest victory that I’ve ever experienced.”
Coach Julie Ortman

attributed the

win to the ‘Jacks clutch play in the fifth
and deciding game.
“Our defense was excellent and we
kept serving the hitters that we needed
to serve,” Ortman said
HSU’s strategy involved focusing
efforts on Wildcat senior outside hitter
Julie Sprague.
“We deliberately had to serve

(Sprague) so that she had to work to hit

it,” said Collen.
Sprague is first in the NCAC with 4.2
kills per game.
“Julie can come up and hit any direction. She’s very perceptive,” Ortman
said.
The trio of HSU outside hitters senior
Lana Ingram, sophomore Abby
Ackroyd and sophomore Jayna
Hershey practically “killed” the Wild‘cat hopes by themselves.
They recorded 34, 24 and 19 kills,

‘respectively.
“Everyone played extremely well,”
‘said Collen. “But Lana Ingram espe‘cially. She was on fire.”
Senior setter Teresa Walters and jun-

F

St.

Old

the 14 years

that I’ve been

coaching, this is the

sweetest victory that
I’ve ever
experienced. s
DAN COLLEN
HSU volleyball coach

ior blocker Stacy Plummer were also
commended by their coach.
“Teresa played the best game of her
life, setting-wise, and Stacy had some
great blocks,” Ortman said.
“One of the reasons that we were so
successful is that we stuck together as a
team and really emphasized the things
that wedo well— passing
and defense,”
Collen said.
On Saturday, the team couldn’t get
much started in its loss to UC Davis.
“Going five games with Chico was
too much to come back on Saturday
night and beat Davis,” Ortman said.
“We would have been OK against a
team like Hayward or Sonoma, but
Davis is number one in the conference.
Davis beat HSU in three games, 11-

15, 12-15, 14-16.

“We were a little off, especially offensively, because we wereemotionally
drained and couldn’t get focused,” said
Collen.

middle hitter Jennifer Spieske.

Soccer
* Continued from page 31

Notre Dame managed only two shots
on goal on as
as the Lumberjacks outshot them 57-5 over the weekend.
“Their only shots came on direct
kicks,” Exley said. “I don’t know how
they managed to score two goals against

Hayward State.”

“They keptcoming at us and didn’t
make a lot of mistakes because they
were fresh.” Ortman said.
“They were really unforgiving.
' Theydidn’t forgive usanything,” he

Another obstacle, Exley said, was the
size of Notre Dame's soccer field. It is
the smallest in the league at 60 by 100

yards and includes part of the infield

portion of a softball diamond.
“Every time play went onto the softball diamond so much dirt would be
swept up you couldn't see a thing,”
Exley said.
“Itis the worst field I have ever played
on,” junior sweeper Shane Beach said.
“It reminded me of my high school
days.”
HSU became the first NCAC team to
score more than three goals at Notre
Dame Sunday with its five-goal perfor-

said.

“The women played their hearts
out Saturday,” Collen said. “Even

though we lost, we never gave an
inch.”

Ortman, too, was proud of her
team.
“Our defense was outstanding. we
were all over the place,” Ortman

said.

“There were not many balls that
we let drop,” she said.

mance.

“I don’t think any one person had

a bad game or any one person had a

great game,” Ortman said.
Evenafter
the loss, the Jacks didn’t

get discouraged.
“The thing that was said in the
huddle was, ‘Hey, this is not going
to happen again. This is going to be
the last loss we have this year,” said
Ortman.
The matches this week take place
at UC Santa Cruz on Thursday,
Hayward State on Friday, and San
Francisco State on Saturday. They
all begin at 7:30 p.m.

The offensive prowess since the installationof the new offense has boosted
the ‘Jacks’ output from 1.4 to 2.6 goals

per game.

The games take place Saturday at 1
p-m. and Sunday at noon on the soccer

field.
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“The thing that usually takes us to
the 15th point before the other team
is our spark,” Ortman said. “The
spark wasn’t there Saturday and I
attribute that to being tired.”
Davis’ strong serve took HSU out
of their passing game.
“Because of their serves we kept
passing it to the middle, which took
outour middle hitter,” said freshman
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UNNING A SUCCESSFUL initiative campaign
in California requires little more than a great
deal of money these days.
The initiative process was intended to increase voter
participation in state government. But today, with the
abuses wrought on the process by special interest groups

and big money, it is little wonder many voters are
unable to wade through the sea of measures and propa-

ganda.
Qualifying an initiative often involves hiring a signa-

ture-gathering firm, usually a million-dollar venture.
Getting it passed requires political consultants and
media experts, which are bought for huge sums of
money.
;
All the money behind initiatives distorts the issues
and confuses voters who may decline to vote for any
ballot measures. And because some initiatives are written by people without legal expertise, they are legally
challenged upon their approval. Proposition 103, the
auto insurance reform initiative of 1988, is still clogged
up in the legal and regulatory system.
It’s time for initiative reform.
First, gathering signatures to qualify initiatives should
be based on volunteer work, or at the least, a certain
percentage of the total signatures should be gathered
by volunteers — preferably a high percentage.

Second, the ballot pamphlets sent to voters by the
secretary of state should be modified to include not
only authors of initiatives, but lists of their major supporters as well. People need to know whois behind the
measures.
Third, before the language in initiatives is finalized, it
needs to be subjected to public and legal hearings to
avoid legal hassles after passage.
With reforms like these, perhaps more Californians
will become informed voters. And if state legislators

don’t act toward this end, voters will, using the very
process in dire need of reform.
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Letters to the editor
Car-hating Arcata?
HSU has a parking problem. While experts
generally agree that this problem is tied to
automobile use, a comprehensive solution still
eludes us. One attempt to help alleviate this
problem is the “Ease The Crunch” program. Yet
according to HSU student Richard McNamara
(“Letters to the editor,” Oct. 10), alternatives
such as the bus and the bicycle just aren’t going
to cut it.

Notonly that, but thereis currently aconspiracy
by the leaders of this community to take from us
our right to “flexible, affordable and dry”
transportation. If moreof us don’t stand up, our
Studies, family life, work and most of all our
_
productivity will suffer.
I agree completely! For example, I’ve personally found that the hourly bus stops, reduced
fares and free rides are entirely unreasonable.
Then there are those wet and fragile bikes. I had
that problem too! Well, at least until I bought a
maintenance guide and a towel — I’m O.K.
now, though. As for that $6 tax (also known as
a bicycle license), I could get four gallons of
gasoline for that price!
What an idea to charge the people that work
here a “substantial fee” to park — the CSU
budget hasn’t worked them over enough any-

way.

I'm with you, Richard — let’s forget the city
and school budgets and re-paint and re-route
the abundance of easily convertable streets,

let’s forget aesthetics and the availability of

space in the area and build more apartments
(maybe down by the beach), let’s fight for the

right to drive to school in five minutes when we

can walk in 10, let’s bring four cars to school

when we could fit four people in one car.
Why should we be even slightly inconve-

tough enough. Unfortunately we live in a community of “certain elites” that would prefer to
have the people that are using the parking
spaces help to solve the parking problem.
Mike Van Orden
junior, life science
—~@

Clearing things up
We at Campus Recycling Project would like to
thank The Lumberjack staff for publishing an
article on our organization (“Cash for trash,”

Sept. 19). It is our hope that such an article will

enlighten people in the communitand
y campus
as to what we do, and also to inspire them to
help us in our efforts to reduce waste.
However, we feel that some of the information

given in the article could be.misleading and we
would like to take the opportunity to clarify

some points made.

First of all, in addition to the general director

and three directors of education, three people:

who serve as the heartbeat of our volunteer

group are Mike Nelson, business administrator;
Glen Baldwin, on-campus collections director;
and Mari Orwerth, off-campus collections director.

Second, Campus Recycling Project has finan-

cial responsibilities that expand beyond the
scope of the A.S. funding we receive. In the

works are two grant proposals to seek support:
for the purchase and maintainence of a new

vehicle to replace our 1956 Chevy truck.

In

addition, we must generate over 60 percent of
our total projected revenues for this academic

year.

Third, we would like to mention that we cur-

Menced. 49.help, solve this. problem? It'll be. .

Picass see Letters, next page |
fee
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Pondering the really big question: baseball
by David Jervis
OPINION EDITOR
October — time to examine one of
mankind’s pressing problems in the

context of dualism, an idea that most
philosophers have forgotten more
about than I'll ever know. However,

they weren't attempting to divide the
world between baseball and football
fans.
This equation is not purely dualistic;
there is a “third way” of those who

care for neither sport and lead healthy,
productive lives (and get outdoors

more often). But they are not my concern — October, with baseball’s
postseason existing in discordant unison with the middle of pro football
season, always makes me to wonder.
Even as a former NFL junkie, I will be
watching more World Series than
gridiron action this month, for age has
led me to see reasons why baseball is

The Better Pastime.
THE FREAK FACTOR: Hardcore
baseball fans do not lead normal lives.
Their team loyalties run deeper than

most religions, they worry constantly
about left-handed batters and injuries
to favorite players and become devo-

tees of mind-numbingly obscure statistics (for reasons still unknown to me, it
is possible to draw an infinite number of
statistics from baseball — and many
try.) Baseball freaks scream at TVs, weep
openly and spend thousands of dollars
on old baseball cards and trips to fantasy training camps.
:
Sure, people are supposedly nuts
about pro football, but this was a sport

made for, and to be watched on, TV, not
at a ballpark, all the easier to be bracketed by beer commercials and not far
from junk food or a seat at the local bar.
And how many people collect football
cards, anyhow?
AH, NOSTALGIA: Baseball of late
seems obsessed with its past, perhaps
too much. Goofy movies like “The
Natural” and “Field of Dreams” give it
an air of mythos, and now in Baltimore
a stadium is being built meant to resemble an old-style ballpark, complete
with natural grass, asymmetrical power

alleys and bleachers. This season the
Chicago White Sox even donned old
uniforms and played in a period atmosphere of organ music for one game,
then left good ol’ Comiskey Park (now
being torn down) to move into a largerscale replica across the street. Hmm.

While baseball players and managers

stuck somewhere out of time, no clock

have looked about the same for decades,

to rush games along, pitchers staring

the NFL delights in being on the cutting
edge of grim techno-innovations like
stronger equipment, better pain killers,

you in the face, every move and ges-

booth-to-sideline communications and
video replays. Meanwhile, artificial turf

quite the opposite — a baseball freak
must know failure and suffering.

and domed stadiums continue their evil

Teams play whole seasons to lose a

inroads into society with the league’s
hearty assent.

pennant by a single game. No player
ever hits on base more than he gets out,
some records are unbreakable, some
things impossible.
Asa fan of the Boston Red Sox (a life
sentence of dashed hopes, fury and
misery), I have come to understand
better why George Will or Jim Bouton
or one’s apparently crazed next-door
neighbor sees baseball as something
remarkable — or at least something to
watch endlessly on ESPN. Football is
spending three hours of flailing around
for a big win, all or nothing. Baseball
flows on over time, a reflection of impossibility and accomplishment, all
while offering escape into its own
world of statistics and mythic tradi-

THE

BETTER

CONSERVATIVE:

George Will, whom I have never eagerly opened the paper to read, at least
qualifies as enough of a ponderous
baseball nut to redeem his existence by
writing columns and a book from talking with players, reviewing history and
puzzling over the esoteric. One of the
biggest football fans on the Right was/
is Richard Nixon, who seemed to jibe
with the terse gibberish of Tom Landry
types and marvel at the strategic maneuvering and trickery involved in a
good 80-yard drive. Throw the bomb,
Dick.

THOSE

INTANGIBLES:

Indeed,

football may be too much like the rest of
life, a blur of technology, in-yo’ face
violence, doublespeak, all racing madly
against the clock on toward absolute
victory. Baseball is more otherworldly,

ture a little bigger than life.

Itis nota “nicer” game than football;

tion.

Hell, even George W. ain’t this metaphysical. Let’s just watch the damn
game and yell at the screen while I
curse the Red Sox one more time.

The week the taps went dry
Does awareness always follow prohibition?
by Dirk Rabdau
SPORTS EDITOR

“National Alcohol Awareness Week” reminds me

of the time a certain city council attempted to round pi
to three.
It is a classic example of government's attempts at
eliminating the work and effort in favor of the quickfix solution.
This brings us to “National Collegiate Alcohol

Awareness Week” in which HSU takes part.
The week includes the voluntary ban on the sale of
alcoholic beverages by Lumberjack Enterprises on
campus in an attempt to make students educated
about the negative effects of alcohol.

While the abuse of alcohol runs rampant in our
society, and people do abuse it on campus, this pun-

ishes the whole for the faults of the few.
It’s ironic that the university is trying to make us
aware of something by banning it. If that is the case,
then it should declare 1990 “Parking Awareness Year,”
because there sure as hell is no parking to be found on
this campus.

The problem with holding this inOctober is it comes
off as a high-handed position to take after supporting
an event synonymous

Lumberjack Days.

with alcohol consumption,

Does this token display of unity represent a solution

Address your letters to The Lumberjack,
Nelson Hall East 6, HSU,Arcata,
Calif. 95521,
or bring them by our basement offices.
Please, please get letters to us by 5 p.m.
| Friday, and try tokeep them under 250 words.
Include your name, phone number, major
and class standing.

to the crisis of alcoholism which is ripping at the very
fabric which bonds us together?
I seriously doubt anyone reading the sign in the
Depot willcome to grips with those cravings, re-assess

their value system, and in an act of self-preservation
and instantaneous revelation cry out among the 50 or
so patrons in a joyous and triumphant proclamation,

“Begone this wretched urge for 12 ounces of overpriced frothing elixir in its non-recyclable plasticcup!”

lends itself to the abuse of alcohol. In fact, it lends itself
to what restaurateurs would affectionately refer to as
“a greasy spoon.”
Surely those in power realize that there are things in
the Depot that will kill you faster than beer. Take the
food, for instance. Maybe the masters of morality
should declare a “Depot Awareness Week,” and prohibit the Depot from serving one of its cardiac-arrest
cheeseburgers that students flock towards like lemmings to the sea.
“Alcohol Awareness Week” is at best a half-hearted
P.R. move aimed at appeasing those who oppose
alcohol consumption on campus. As one of the last
universities in California to sponsor an event where
drinking is one of the chief activities, there is an
apparent push to make Lumberjack Daysa ‘dry’ event.
Furthermore, who's going to oppose it? The person
to cast the first stone at this pseudo-event would risk
relinquishing the title of “protector and social con-

science of the student masses.”

Those who just want a beer with friends are going to
get it somewhere. By banning it on campus, it will only
force those people into town. Chances are there they

will have more than just the couple they would have
had at the Depot.
So instead of a banner stating that beer will not be

sold in the Depot, maybe the banner should read,
“Lumberjack Enterprises — We are helping to get

students off campus and into the bars.”
A week is not going to change anyone who has a

problem with alcohol. A month isn’t. Nor is a year.
Alcoholism is a disease that takes a lifetime to fight,
one day at a time.
My father is an alcoholic (a fact that compelled me
never to drink), and anyone who knows what that
entails will also know that one week will not change

him. It just seems to be another classic attempt to put
Instead, l expect arguments and scowling faces.
the issue of alcoholism to rest at least for another year
‘ ‘The Depot hardly represents an environmentwhich - ‘by throwing tokerr rhetoricat
the issue. ~~ =~ -** >>

—_
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Cen

Fer the week
of Oct. 1) - Det. 23

hata

ee
International
Tickets $15.

cover.
International Beer Garden: Mojo Nixon. Tickets
$12.

Et Cetera

Beer

Garden:

Carlene

Carter.

Jambalaya: Thad Beckmand and His Pretty Big

;

Band, $3 cover.
North Coast Inn: Roadmasters Band.
Plaza Grill: Darius Brotman Jazz Trio, no cover.

no cover, |

The Career Development Center is holding a resume writing technique workshop at noon in NHE
119.

Myrtlewood Lounge, Eureka:

The Boggies, no

cover.

Club West: Bishop Mayfield Band.

Theater
‘Shakespeare's S sCymbelioe’) ee at 8] pl m. in.

“Slides and Stories of the Oregon Wildermess,”
with Lou Gold at 7 p.m. in the Kate Buchanan Room.

VDT. $5 general, *2. 50 Students, seniors
§
free, oe
ahd Sauirday.

Women Against Violence to the Earth meets weekly
in the Karshner Lounge at 6 p.m.

:

Concerts

Se

The Humboldt Early Music Society features Johann
Sebastian Bach’s motet “Jesu, Meine Freude” as
performed by the Early Music Chorus and the North
Bay Chamber Orchestra. The concert begins at 8 p.m.
at the First United Methodist Church, 1901 F St.,
Eureka, and will be repeated on Sunday at 3 p.m. Call
826-5256 for more info.

Et Cetera
“School Daze,” ‘a spikere Lee film begins at?
‘GH 2 1 Free Admission.

~ LouAnn ‘Wicand wil disease |te experience

clinician |in San Francisco, facing the urban m

health issues of the ‘90s, at the fotemationalI Beer

Plaza Grill: Francis Vanek Jazz trio, no caver.
Jambalaya: The Folkoffs.
International Beer Garden: bias Sundogs Tickets
$7.
Club West: Bishop Mayfield Band.
North Coast Inn: Steve Kennedy Band,
Myrtlewood roenee Eureka: The ee
po
cover.

Garden as p. m.

Poetry reading by Jor Grahamcoeand James Galvin at
The HSU Gay and Lesbian Studer Union w

a business meeting, 7 p.m., followed by: a rap at
| p.m.
m, inin NHE
N. oa
120,
826-0211 for more info.

dance and potluck dinner at the Dows Prairie Grange

2

dancing starts at 8:30 p, m, ike 4. Call Ree ie

Jambalaya:
Acoustic
Beckman, $1 cover.

ee

a

|

The Humboldt Folklife Sociewy |is having a country

in McKinleyville. Dinner begins at 6:30 p.m. and

for more info.

A free showing of “Clean and Sober” will begin
at 7 p.m. in FH 152.

7:30 p.m. in FH 152,

ue

Et Cetera

Et Cetera

oe

ho

7:30

:

“Scientific Continental Drilling,” geology lecture
by Skip Wollenberg begins at 4 p.m. in FH 152.

talent night with Thad

:

Et Cetera

“Expanding Horizons, ” a science sand tee
shop for girls begins at 8: “0 a.m. innite Eatneve Call

826-3256 for more info.

af

:

The North Coast Repertory Theatre is holding a prehalloween rummage sale from 9 a.m. - 2 p.m. at 300
Sth St., Eureka.

Stadent leadershin conerenoiBenns at18; 30a. m, in
IGCC. Call 826-3361 for more info.

See

a
a

A dance sponsored by The Humboldt Singles Club

a

begins at 8 p.m. in the Veterans Memorial Building at 10th and H St., Eureka. Member $4, prospective

members $5, first timers $1. Singles 21 and over are

: welcome. Call 442-7435 for more info.

. A dance sponsored by the Humboldt County A
ciation for Retarded Citizens will be held at the Carson”

- Memorial building in Eureka at 7 p.m. Tickets are $3.

~ Call 443-7077 for more info

@
a

Arcata

1036 G St.

a
eB
e
a

Wednesday and Thursday
“Wild at Heart,” 7:40.

a
a
B

Thursday thru Tuesday
“Presumed Innocent,” 7:45, and “Impulse,”
10:05.

Ss
a
f@
e
8
a

Minor

a

1015 H St.

a

Music
Jambalaya: Francis Vanek Quartet, $1 cover.

a
@

——$—$———_—

Saturday

PORES

Soccer vs. San Francisco State, 1 p.m.,
Soccer Field.

|

Wednesday and Thursday
1: “The Thief of Bagdad,” 6:30, and “Without
You I’m Nothing,” 9:15.
2: “In the Shadow of the Raven,” 7:00.
3: “Flatliners.” Call for showtimes.

&
a

s
@

Sunday
Soccer Vs. San Francisco State, 1 p.m.,
Soccer Field.
atlas

£

maiieilliogs

a2.

4

=

Shadow of the Raven,” 8:55.
2: “Wild at Heart,” 6:45 and 9:15.
3: “The Blue Angel.” Cajl for showti

‘easangganean

Sra

ete

eee

6
#
a
a
a

a
aw
B

&

veceetcs

Men’s support group meets from 7-9 p.m. in the
First Christian Church at 7th & K streets, Eureka.

@

@

Friday thru Tuesday
® 1; “The Belly of an Architect,” 6:30 and “In the

Et Cetera

B

The Gay and Lesbian Student Union sponsors a
lesbian rap every Tuesday in House 55 from 7-9 p.m.
Call 826-4216 for more info.

'

ow

CLASSIFIED
OPPORTUNITIES
ENVIRONMENTALLY
RESPONSIBLE high income potential.
New
invention reduces toxic exhaust emissions andimproves performance in most

large and smallengines. Effective sales
aids. Call 677-3151.

10/24

FAST FUNDRAISING PROGRAM
$1000 in just one week. Earn up to
$1000 for your campus organization.

Plus a chance at $5000 more! This
rogramworks! No investment needed.
Call 800-932-0528. Ext. 50
BUSINESS MAJORS: Know anything
about network marketing? You could
be making the money you've always
dreamed of. Don't just think about, do
it! Call for more info. (707) 826-2535.
10/10

SERVICES
WALRUS CYCLE WORKS-Have your

bicycle repaired or overhauled for less.
822-5466.
10/31
SEWING, MENDING, CUSTOM PILLOWS, window coverings, baby quilts,
nursery& layette items. “IT SEAMS TO
ME” Kathie Roe 822-5277
10/31

CHILD CARE: ART, CRAFTS, nature
walks, meals included. Full or parttime. Sunnybrae. Call Kathie Roe,
Misty Timbers Day Care 822-5277 License #121372967
10/31
PROFESSIONAL WORD PROCESSING—Take pride in your report, term
paper, thesis, résumé or dissertation.
I'll make it beautifully presentable.
Fast-Efficient-FriendlysReasonable.
Call Martha’ 445-1814.
11/14

FOR SALE
AWESOME HALLOWEEN MASKS!
The Time Traveler, 854 9th Street,
Arcata. Open Mon.-Sat. 11-6.
10/17
MATTRESS:Full size, with box spring,
frame; good condition.$30. 822-3364.
ROOMMATE NEEDED for on-campus
housing in Residence Halls. Male student. 5-7 minutes to classes. Call Jim
Perley 822-9504.
SMOKERS!
Cool and fitter your tobacco smoke with a fine water pipe
from The Time Traveler gift shop.
Beautiful tie dyes, incense of India,
moody lights, tapestries and truly
amazing gifts. The Time Traveler, 854
9th Street, (next to Casa de Que Pasa)
in the Feuerwerker Building.
Open
Mon.-Sat_11-6.
10/24
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PERSONALS
ADULT CHILDREN ANONYMOUS
group for survivors of sexual abuse

|

106, HSU campus.

|”

only. 7:30p.m. Nelson Hall East, Room

Call 444-3044 for

f-

f}

information.
MAX: REMEMBER THAT everyone
dies twisted inside and that is beautiful
‘cause the trip is terribly kinky.
Bluebird o' Friendliness.

MIKE-SOCKS?? Thanks for the Sunday driveto Patrick's Point; lying onthe
beach in all that glorious sunshine was
wondertul. Guess we fooled Winter for
one more weekend! Janice

WANTED
DRUMMER WANTED ASAP for recently formed rock band (mostly original). Hope to play locally soon. 822-

TO PAM G. With your touch-n-technique, only you can make my electrons
zing. Let's develop this in the dark.
Love, Lance.

6126. Ask for Seth or Steve, or leave

AICHAI-HAPPIEST

MODERN PROPHECY: A bible study

OF

BIRTHDAY

wishes to a very special person! May
the coming year bring you much happiness and prosperity. Remember two

important things: the only things that
matter are those made of truth and joy,
not tin and glass, and every gift from a
friend is a wish for your happiness.
have a blast and never stop growing in
all ways!!
Much love from a fellow
flower-stealer (shh...don't tell!)

fe

eefe

message.

10/17

NOTICES
examining

current

}
i

KEKY

& ONLY

PUNK

PIN!

GOV'T SEIZED, surplus vehicles available
from $100! Call for immediate information

504-649-5745 ExtS-2947

ECE

Accessory
Department
Hats, Masks,
Feather Boas,

Gorilla, Caveman
& Cave Woman,

Wigs, Make-up,

Flapper, Harem

Fairy Wings,

Girl, Clown,

Hair Sprays,

,
Monday - Saturday
9:30 - 6

Open till 7:00 p.m.
Oct. 26th (Fri.)

Sunday

inmeitasietanal

11-4

11th & H ARCATA ¢ 822-4751

A AE [eee
Se
ee
beeeesceseeeeeess

eseceseesesaeaseeseasesseen

-

17th & Union—next to
12/6

AUTOMOTIVES

WE HAVE IT ALL!!
THE ONE

Monday

nights 7-9. Arcata 1st Baptist Church,
fireplace room.
campus.

-SETALLOWEEN FUN AT...
WEAR IT WE44
Costume
Rentals

issues.

Oct. 27th (Sat.)

—_ Oct. 31st (Wed.)

IEIEAE SANE

10/17
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Library

Student programs suffer as
lottery funds cover state cuts
by Len De Groot
LUMBERJACK STAFF
Politicians are using lottery funds
designated for enhancement of student programs to cover state budget
cuts, said an HSU administrator familiar with budget issues.
“They are using fundsnotintended
to balance the state budget but toenhance education,” saidShirley Messer,
university budget officer for fiscalaffairs.
Of the $2 million lottery funds allocated to HSU this year, $1.4 million _
has been used to cover budget cuts,
Messer said.

While the California State Lottery
Act specifically states that funds are
to be used for educational purposes,
politicians have repeatedly used them

to help balance the state budget.

Using lottery funds toreplaceguaranteed funding, as is thecase withthe

desk has been cut by 31 hours, Oyler
said.
“We've already received complaints
fromsome unhappy students,” he said.
Also, someadministrators fear library
funds replaced by lottery money may
not be there when the library has to pay

HSU library, places programsat risk
because the money allocated in
January will notbe seen until the the
end of the year, said David Oyler,
head librarian and director of media
services at HSU.
Therefore, if projected lottery rev_enues fail to come through money
may not be available to pay for
programs in December, Oyler said.
Messer said she expects a 10 percent drop in money available from
lottery funds because of slumping
ticket sales throughout the state.
Lottery officials, in a telephone
in-

its bills, Oyler said.

Shirley Messer, university budget
officer for fiscal affairs, said she expects

terview from Sacramento, admitted

a loss in sales but declined to give
exact sales figures for the past year.
Messer said a 10 percent drop
would translate to a revenue loss of

$200,000 to the library, CSUSummer

Arts and other programs suchas the
Distinguished Lecture Series.

The story “AsianunionstretchesethFacts are The Lumberjack’s stock in
nic boundaries” in the Sept. 26 issue of _ trade, but due to the volume of inforThe Lumberjack misspelled the name
mation we handle each week, mistakes
of the club’s adviser.
are made.
Yamoto.
The Lumberjack regrets the error.

COFFEEHOUSE

°

Please notify us of a mistake by call-

ing 826-3271 or directing letters to
Nelson Hall East 6, Arcata 95521.

EVROPEAN

MUSIC,

MAGS,

ur needs are
greater than we ever
had money and now
money is becoming
more remote. g

the lottery revenue may drop as much
as 10 percent in the coming year, leav-

For the record

His name is, in fact, Alex Yamato not

6

* Continued from front page

NEWSPAPERS

ing the library $83,000 short on money
it could use to purchase books and
periodicals.
Money awarded to California schools
from the state lottery comes from the
sale of tickets to the public.
In the last year, lottery ticket sales
have fallen and Messer said this could
spell trouble for the library’s future
purchasing power.
Books and periodicals to be purchased with lottery money may have
their bills deferred if the lottery suffers
a shortfall, Oyler said.
This means that because periodicals
are paid for first, books may not be
ordered or paid for until later.
Oyler said he is worried tax revenues
projected by Sacramento lawmakers
under the 1990-91 state budget won't
hold up and the decreasing funds
available to schools, along with poten-

fey

tially decreasing lottery funds, will hurt
the library’s future.
Oyler said the library’s future has
been put in jeopardy because of the
uncertainty in funding and has been
given “funny money” to pay for future
book purchases.
“Our needs are greater than we ever
had money and now money is becoming more remote,” Oyler said.
Media services, which maintains and
prepares film and video equipment for
use in classes and runs a closed circuit

television station, suffered a $12,000

cut, almost a third of its budget.
It also lost $10,000 in lottery money it
had received for the last three years.
“It’s a short-term-wise, long-termfoolish decision,” said Terry Flindt,
media services operations manager.
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